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New academic progress policy
affects students' financial aid
Origi,nally published on 3/20/1 2
By: Dean Gabriel Williams
Contributing Writer

... ..... .. ........ ...... .... ....

On Feb. 24, the Office of Student Financial Assistance announced the implementation of the new
Satisfactory Academic Progress standards at NSU.
SAP standards are academic regulations that students must meet in order to receive financial aid. The
new standards were put in place July 2011, in accordance with federal regulations.
Eva Goldstein, coordinator of publications and
communications for Enrollment and Student Services,
said, "It is really important for students to understand
SAP because if a student does not meet SAP during this
academic school year, he or she won't be eligible for
financial aid in the upcoming academic school year."
Goldstein said the major change to SAP is that
performance in all academic semesters and all forcredit courses that a student enrolls in will be considered in the financial aid eligibility process.
Additionally, Goldstein said all students must
now meet SAP requirements, regardless of classification, that incomplete grades will now count against a
student's financial aid eligibility and that the pace at
which a student completes his academic program will
be monitored.
Joy Khoury, junior business management major,
said she agrees with the new changes and hopes it
will motivate students to put academics first.

Search for us on

"There are some students who work hard and
deserve financial aid, but don't receive it, while there
are others who don' t work hard and receive financial
aid. These standards will hold all students equally
accountable," said Khoury.
All students must now complete at least 66. 7
percent of the courses they enroll in during the academic year. Students must also be making progress
towards the completion of their degree, as SAP now
allows for no more than six academic years of enrollment towards a program.
~
Cumulative GPA requirements have also
changed. Undergraduate students must have at least
a 2.0 cumulative GPA. Most professional programs
require no less than a 2.0. However, most doctoral,
master's and special1st programs require a 3.0.
The Office of Student Financial Assistance will
furnish SAP mid-year and annual reports for each
student, which will inform students about where they
stand with the policy.
Jose Villafuerte, senior criminal justice major, is
hesitant about the changes to SAP and what it means
for the general student body.
''While I understand and agree with the changes,
I feel that it [might be] a good thing to have an appeals
process in place for students who are still adjusting to the
new policy," he said.
COURTESY OF BLOG.UHEAA.ORG
For more information on SAP, visit WWW.nova. There have been changes to the Satisfactory Academic Progress standards, which may affect NSU
edu/sap.
students' financial aid .
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A Message From the
President of NSU,
George L. Hanbury II
Welcome to NSU,
We are pleased and honored that you have chosep. NSU for you
University experience. We have and will continue to create· a
atmosphere of educational challenges and experiences to ensure tha
you will be prepared to accomplish your dreams and ambitions. Mor ·
importantly, we feel you will be prepared to "make a d~fference" i
this world and contribute to the common good of society.
Our professors and the curriculum they have designed will give yo
the most contemporary knowledge available. Our entire suppor
staff consisting of talented and professional individuals in area
such as academic advisors, librarians, financial aid counselors an
athletic coaches are here to assist and engage you outside of th
classroom. While the work will be challenging, a fast start in th
classroom will help you establish a habit of academic achievement.
When you need extra help, it will be there from professors and staf
who welcome your visit.
I encourage you to explore everything our University has to offer.
Join a club that interests you or take in a play or a concert. Root fo
the NSU Shark teams. Work out at our RecPlex gym. Participat
in our intramural program. Enjoy Ft. Lauderdale and all of Sou
Florida's beaches. Most of all get to know each other. College is
place to make life-long friends.
NSU is a very friendly place and our campus is alive with a "fun"
spirit where everyone in our Univ-ersity community is anxious t
meet you. Please introduce yourselves and if you see me walkin
across campus, be sure to say hello. I will be pleased to meet you!
Go Sharks!
Sincerely,
George L. Hanbury II, Ph.D.
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Help Wanted
All students should contact the Office of Student Employment,
located on the first floor ofthe Horvitz building, to
apply for these positions. For more information email·
studentemployment@nova.edu or visit www.nova.edu/
financialaidlemployment
Job# 002
Senior Student Assistant
Provide
telephone
technical
support to the NSU computing
community. Collect and record
specific information regarding user
requests and problems. Dispatch
problem reports to appropriate
personnel.
20-25 hrs/wk; $11/hr
Must have Federal Work Study
Job#: 039
Desktop Computing Assistant
Assist full-time employees with the
daily installation and maintenance
and support of personal computer
hardware and software.
20 hrs/wk; $10/hr
Must have Federal Work Study
Job#: 054
Lab Monitor
Assist students and faculty
computer related problems in the
microcomputer lab.
25 hrs/wk; $8/hr
Must have Federal Work Study
Job#: 086
Graduate Student Assistant
Assist coordinator with on-going
projects within the department.

20 hrs/wk; $9 hr
Job#: 500
Phonathon Worker
Call alumni from all over the
country to update their information.
Let our alumni know about new
developments at NSU and ask
for support of NSU through our
annual giving program.
10-15 hrs/wk; $8.50/hr
Job#: 568
Admin. Student Assistant (West
Palm Beach)
Provide administrative support
and services to the SEC recruiting
staff,
meeting
enrollment
goals and objectives. Assist in
providing office coverage to front
desk. Provide customer service
to all callers and visitors in a
professional manner.
20-25 hrs/wk; $10/hr
Must have Federal Work Study
Job#: 595
Technology Assistant
Editing · web pages, data entry.
Maintaining department web
schedules. Other duties as
assigned.
$8/hr
Must have Federal Work Study

15-20 hrs/wk; $11/hr

Must have Federal Work Study
Job#: 165
Lifeguard
Prevent accidents through the
enforcement of policies, rules,
regulation, and the conduct of
persons using the pool, saunas,
and spa. Additional duties: scrub
pool gutters, heavy vacuum and
hosing deck. Available: 7 a.m. - 8
p.m.; $9/hr
Job#: 224
Intramural Sports Official
Officiate intramural sports based
on rules and regulations as set
forth by Campus Recreation.
Ensure that teams/individuals
follow rules and regulations.
Provide all intramural participants
with superior customer service.
Remain visible and on post at all
times.
Mon-Thurs, 5:30 p.m. - 11 p.m.;
occasional weekends; $8/hr
Must have Federal Work Study
Job#:397
Student Ambassador
Conduct
campus
tours
to
prospective students and their
families. Other duties include data
entry. Answer incoming phone
calls. Participate in special events
and telecounseling.
20 hrs/wk; $8.25/hr
Must have Federal Work Study
Job#: 423
Section Editor
Oversee the assignment and
production of specific section in the
University student-run newspaper.
Job functions include but are not
limited to: determining stories for
a specific section, editing all copy
for the section before submitting
to Editor-in-Chief.

Job#: 605
Production Engineer
Must have
some
working
knowledge of Pro Tools. Ensures
that all recorded programs and
essential pieces meet FCC
standards and are professional in
sound. Training will be provided as
it relates to broadcasting. Looking
for the out going, energetic, and
creative to apply.
20-25 hrs/wk; $10/hr
Federal Work Study preferred but
not required.
Job #:611
IT Director
Maintain web-page and manage
social networks, ensuring that
page is fresh, interactive, visually
appealing, and information is
accurate. Looking for someone
who has a working knowledge
of Dreamweaver, is creative,
outgoing, a self starter, and can
produce content on a regular basis
quickly.
20-25 hrs/wk; $10/hr
Federal Work Study preferred but
not required.
Job#: 679
Senior Student Assistant
Provide clerical support and
administrative assistance to the
various administrators.
20 hrs wk/; $9/hr
Job#: 695
Senior Student Assistant
Provide clerical support and
administrative assistance to the
various administrators.
25 hrs/wk; $9/hr
Must have Federal Work Study
Job#: 778
Student Assistant
Receive
technical

hardware

.....

"-- ,_

and software. Process the items
with a barcode scanner and
computer. Deliver items to various
departments on- and off-campus.
20 hrs/wk; $9/hr
Must have Federal Work Study
Job#: 779
Operations Assistant/Facilities
Answer telephones, manage the
operation of the front service desk,
answer questions, enforce facility
and program policies, conduct face
checks, and distribute information
and directions. Maintain the
cleanliness of the facility and the
upkeep of the facility program
space.
$7.50/hr
Job#: 783
Personal Trainer
Provide members with a quality,
safe, and effective workout.
Maintain written documentation
of each client.
20 hrs/wk; $18/hr - starting and
depending on experience.
Job#: 827
Student Assistant for the
Office of Student Media and
Information
Assist with the operation of
Student Poster Printing Services.
Job functions include but not
limited to processing print
requests being sent via email,
online, and/or in person. Keep
record, manage, maintain log files
of the printing requests, answering
phone calls and responding to
Poster Printing Services email,
and other duties as assigned.
Proficient in Microsoft Excel,
Publisher. Working knowledge
of Adobe Photoshop, Acrobat,
and other Adobe application is a
plus. Works collaboratively. Great
customer service skills. Reliable
and can work independently with
ability to trouble shoot.
20-25 hrs/wk; $9/hr
Federal Work Study preferred but
not required
Job#:902
Program Director
Will train. Work closely with
Station Manager & Assistant
Station Manager to ensure the
training of all Disc Jockeys.
Oversee the day-to-day functioning
of on air talent ensuring they
adhere to rules & regulations set
forth by the FCC. Looking for the
outgoing, energetic, and creative
to apply.
20-25 hrs/wk; $10/hr
Federal Work Study preferred by
not required
Job#: 910
Student Assistant, East Campus,
Fort Lauderdale
Operate telephone switchboard to
route, receive, and place calls to
all campus locations. Disseminate
information to callers on NSU
programs of study, . events and
special advertisements. Place
and track long distance calls
for internal NSU customers.

Other duties as assigned. On
occasional basis, attend divisional
and NSU sponsored meetings
and instructional workshops.
Supervisor will provide more
detailed job description.
20 hrs/wk; $11/hr
Must have Federal Work Study

applications. Assist with sending .
correspondence. Other duties as
assigned. Must be enrolled in
graduate program at NSU. Able to
use various computer programs.
Detailed oriented.
10 hrs/wk; $11/hr
Must have Federal Work Study

Job#: 925
Administrative Student Assistant, Tampa
Provide administrative support
and services to the recruiting
staff in meeting enrollment
goals and objectives. Assist by
providing office coverage at front
desk and customer service to all
callers and visitors in a courteous
manner. Event participation (i.e.
open house and new student
orientation).
20-25 hrs/wk; $10/hr
Must have Federal Work Study

Job #: HPD 130
Student Assistant
Check for accuracy of data;
review charts and prepare
billable procedures. Collect
necessary data for reports.
Create files. Make phone calls
to patients and doctors. Update
appointments and support peers.
Must have advanced computer
skills in spreadsheets, Word, etc.
Ability to work on databases.
Effective communication skills.
Able to answer phone. Assist
others as a back up in special
project needs.
20 hrs/wk; $10/hr
Must hav~ Federal Work Study

Job#: 956
Building Manager
Promote programs and services
and provide support for activities
and events. Provide for the safety
of the building, its users and staff
by enforcing University Center
(UC) and University policies.
Monitor potential safety/liability
problems and assisting guests
to meet their needs while using
facilities. Act as a liaison to the
UC janitorial staff to ensure a
clean environment for guests.
Perform general maintenance
and upkeep of the UC equipment
(easels,
rental
machines,
tables, chairs, A/V equipment,
etc.) Maintain inventory of
appropriate supplies and stored
items. Post signs, daily schedules
and ensure buildings are opened
appropriately.
Evening
and
weekend work involved.
20 hrs/wk; $8.50/hr
Must have Federal Work Study
Job#: 966
Student Assistant
Data entry, filing, copying,
scanning, shredding and collating.
Assist
with
walk-ins
and
answer phones as needed. Make
deliveries around campus. Assist
in coordination and registration
process for special events. Prepare
meeting materials,
assemble
invitations or specialty documents.
Maintain logs and reports in Excel
and Access.
,,
20 hrs/wk; $9/hr
Job#: 967
Graduate Assistant
Provide assistance in all aspects
of media production, including
working as a production assistant,
grip, providing assistance for mass
duplication system, updating logs
as needed, and other duties as
assigned.
25 hrs/wk; $12/hr
Must have Federal Work Study
Job#: HPD 011
Graduate Assistant
Manage
email
alias
for
department. Assist with coding of

Job #: HPD 146
Student Assistant
Data entry in Access database. Be ,
able to reconcile multiple Excel
reports a,nd software program
reports, update spreadsheets. Be
able to manage large quantities of
confidential documents. Check in
orders and ensure accuracy then
distribute to correct department.
Must have working experience in
Ms Access.
20 hrs/wk; $8.50/hr
Must have Federal Work Study
Job #: HPD 146
Student Assistant
Data entry in Access database. Be
able to reconcile multiple Excel
reports and software program
reports, update spreadsheets. Be
able to manage large quantities of
confidential documents. Check in
orders and ensure accuracy then
distribute to correct department.
20hrs/wk; $8.50/hr
Must have Federal Work Study
Job #: HPD 158
Student
Assistant/Office
Assistant
Typing
correspondeh.ce,
collecting and distributing mail,
photocopying, answering phone,
meeting and greeting student and
visitors.
20 hrs/wk; $8/hr
Must have Federal Work Study
Job#: 159
Research Assistant
Assist the animal room technician
in the animal facility with
cleaning and preparing the cages,
feeding the animals, measuring
the weights, performing surgery,
maintaining the animal room
etc. Additional responsibilities
would include cleaning glassware,
preparing reagents, preparing
purchase orders, stacking supplies,
and taking inventory in the animal
facility as well as iri the research
laboratory.
10-15 hrs/wk; $8/hr
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NSU dental student patents
toothbrush and breath freshener duo
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Orgi,nally published on 3/20/11
By: Victoria Rajkumar
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Deborah Luis, fourth-year dental
student, recently created and patented
Fresh-Tips™, a one-time use, on-thego toothbrush and breath freshener.
After patenting Fresh-Tips™,
Luis decided to enter it into "Get
on the Shelf", an online competition
run by Wal-Mart, which invites businesses and individuals to submit their
products for a chance to have them
sold on walmart.com, or .in Wal-Mart
stores. Winners were decided by
public votes.
Although she did not win the
contest she was able to connect with
the corporation, which is considering
selling her products in its stores.
Luis said she came up with the
idea for Fresh-Tips TM three years ago.
"One Sunday afternoon, my husband and I saw a ball with all kinds
of rubber extensions and we thought,
'wouldn't that be good to clean your
teeth?' The idea progressed and
evolved from there," said Luis.
Fresh-Tips™ is unique because
it has soft rubber bristles that clean
your teeth, gums and tongue, and contains flavored mint that simultaneously freshen your breath. Fresh-Tips™
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COURTESY OF FRESHTIPS.COM

An NSU student patented Fresh-Tips™, a one-time use, on-the-go toothbrush and breath freshener.

also contains xylitol, which is proven
to fight plaque and fight cavities.
Dr. Dan Gilbert, general dentist
in New Mexico, said Fresh-Tips™
is effective and he recommends the
product to his patients.
Luis said while the development ..of Fresh-Tips™ was challenging, she had the assistance of
professionals both in the dental and

business management industries in
navigating the process.
"We sought a lot of help and
expertise in the fields of engineering, patent attorneys, confections,
manufacturing and marketing. I have
learned a ton in process," she said.
Luis chose to create this product
because oral hygiene is something
that she is passionate about, and wants

to make her mark on the industry.
"A year ago, during Christmas
time, we went out to poll random
people [to test our product] and we
got such enormous positive feedback
that it was evident we were doing
something right," said Luis.
David Nguyen, third-year dental student said the product tastes like
a lollipop and he uses it daily.

"I found that Fresh-Tips™ is a
great alternative to my usual end of
meal peppermints that are packed
with sugar," he said.
For more information
about Fresh-Tips™, go to freshtips.
com, or facebook.com/freshbreathfreshners.

Voted #1 Smoothie
and Frozen Yogurt in
Zagat's 2011 National

Chains Survey.

·o red mango
YOGURT & SMOOTHIES

Red Mango - Tower Shops
i 124 South University Dr I Davie, FL 33324
(754)200-5241

I (1/redmangodavie

Offer expires\ l-l5s1D12. Valid only on any size frozen yogurt of the portkipdting RED
MAMGO location{s} listed. Not to be combin~ with 1llher offers. Ko cash. value.
Not for resole. Limit 1coupon penfistomer, pertronsoction. Coupon mu~ be
surrende~d upon redemptios. RED MANG0.1111me, d"'lgn and relnted morks are
trademarks 9f Red Mango, Inc. 2011 Red ~ungo, Inc. All rlghts'reserved
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Just RelaxSalon & Spa, Inc.

The Complete Hair Care Experience

Specializing in all textures of hair, we use Design
Essentials products. Design Essentials educator for 6 years.
4596 North University Dr
Lauderhill, FL 33351

Call for FREE consultation
By appointment only (954) 873 - 3179 o J •'1
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SGA and Office of Student
Activities launch Orgsync
'

·-." ,,_

Origi,nal{y published on 1/24/ 12
By: Dean Gabriel Willianis .

.C:?~!r:i.~~'.i.~g_ .~~t~:........... .

events, register for SEA Thursdays
and complete other registration requirements all in one place."
Orgsync also enables student
organizations to manage their membership and events. A student organization's Orgsync page can even be
linked with its Facebook and Twitter
pages and its website.
When Orgsync was first
launched, there were 889 users. As
of April 20, there were 1,623 users,
a 55 percent increase. Mercanti said
once students start using Orgsync,
they enjoy it.
"I think it's hard to get them
on there initially, because it's another thing they have to sign up for,
but once they get on there and start
learning about it and the benefits
that it has, they really like it a lot,"
said Mercanti.
Candice Williams, junior psychology major, said, "Orgsync is
awesome. Student organizations can
text their members and post events.

_ In the winter semester, the Of-

fice of Student Activities and the
undergraduate Student Government
Association launched Orgsync, an
online community management system used by higher education institutions to communicate with students
and staff, track student involvement
and mariage campus organizations
and programs.
The University of Texas founded Orgsync in 2007 to increase student involvement and communication among student organizations.
Currently, 100 colleges and universities throughout the U.S. and Canada
use Orgsync as their primary student
involvement hub.
Gina Mercanti, graduate assistant for student organizations, said,
"NSU wanted a one-stop, on-line
portal to streamline student organization administration. With Orgsync,
student organizations can complete
room requests for meetings and
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The really exciting thing about Orgsync is the fact that student organizations have the opportunity to recruit new members, as prospective
members can view basic information
about the organization via Orgsync
and request membership over the
web."
Orgsync allows students and student organizations to complete forms
online on the onesstop website. Tilly
Owusuwaa, senior business administration major and undergraduate
SGA senator for non-traditional students, said she likes that Orgsync is
green.
"Students and student organizations will be able to submit forms
right there on the website, which increases both accessibility and administrative processes," said Owusuwaa.
"The undergraduate SGA hopes that
this will take sustainability to the
next level, with the objective of a
completely green system by the beginning of the fall 2012 semester."

Mercanti said that since Orgsync
was launched in the middle of the
school year, it was difficult to get asmany students as they wanted on it.
She said she's excited for next year
and feels they'll be able to accomplish
their mission then, because they're
going to implement better training on
how to use Orgsync, and tell every
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new student about its existence.
"It's also going to be introduced
during the orientation sessions for all
of the new students. So, that's why we
really want the organizations to really
start learning how to utilize it, so when
the new students come in it [can be] a
really good'recruitment tool for the organizations," said Mercanti.

Laugh your fins off:
Comedian Kevin Hart
performs at NSU
~_;___
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Orginal{y published on 11/8/11
By: Victoria Rajkwnar
Arts & Entertainment Editor
During Homecoming Week in
November, in the.Don Taft University .
Center Arena, comedian and actor
Kevin Hart performed for the NSU
community at the Laugh Your Fins Off
homecoming finale event.
Hart performed new material
for the NSU community. Nearly 4,000
people attended the sold out event
and security was tight. No cameras
were allowed and the audience was
warned not to use their cell phones
for recording or pictures because of
the new material.
Shondra Wallace senior nursing -. - -.
':.. ·
·· : . · · ·
. . -·.
·
' · :_
. . .. Comedian Kevin Hart performs m the arena of 1he Don Taft University Center on Nov. 5 as
major said she was grateful to NSU ' 0 part ofthe 2011 H_omecoining activities:
'
for bringing Hart to campus.
"I don't think I would've ever was also a nice touch," he said. ''When they had a _whole lineup of people
gotten to see him perform liv~ . if it · that guy [in the_ raft ra_ce montage] performing. I didn't expect that."
wasn't for NSU. I had so much fun," - said, 'We need an engineering school,'
Hart has appeared in numerous
she said. "I can't believe we got to I nearly died laughing."
movies including "Scary Movie
see him do new material. That was
After Hart's ·performance, the 3,'' "Death ·at a · Funeral," "Little
crazy. It was so worth the money and winnerof NSU's comedy competition, Fockers". and has done several
everyone had a good time."
Last Shark Standing, which started in standup specials featured on
During the show, footage from October, was announced. James "Jim" Comedy Central. He currently has a
the homecoming tailgate, raft races Sinkevich, senior nursing major, movie out in theatres called, "Think
and the homecoming dance were placed first; Alex Weiss, junior music Like a Man."
Tamika Lawrence, freshman
major, placed second; and Jonathan
shown to the audience.
Joseph Moore, senior business Killias, freshman sports management sociology major, said, "Please tell
Kevin Hart to come back and see us.
major, said, "I don't think there was major, placed third.
Raphael Williams, freshman It was the best show I've ever seen."
one part of the event I didn't like, well
maybe the cost of drinks, but I enjoyed _business major, said, "I loved the
it. The footage from homecoming week show. It was great. I really liked that
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NSU online resource ·helps
students find jobs and internships
..
Orgi,nally published on 2/ 14/ 12
By: Alyssa Sterkel
Features Editor
CAREERShark, sponsored by
the Office of Career Development,
is just a few clicks away and can
make the difference between getting
a job and telling your parents you're
moving back home.
CAREERShark was launched
in the fall of 2008, and it is the
place where employers looking
to hire NSU students post jobs or
internships. It also helps students
keep up to date with the Office of
Career Development's events.
Melissa Forges, career adviser,
likens CAREERShark to other job
searching websites. She said students
can create a profile for employers to
review, find out what is going on in
the Office of Career Development,
look for job and internship postings
and find information on employers.
She said, "It's an excellent job
and internship database. There are so
many things at students' fingertips to
use."
If students wish to look for an
employer or a job posting, they can
click on the "employers" or "jobs"
tab. Forges said the "employers" tab
is a great way to research employers.
Under the "jobs" tab, students
and· alumni can see all the jobs and
internships that employers have
posted to NSU. You can do a keyword
search or a general search to look for
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COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT

CAREERShark is an online resource provided by the Office of Career Development. Once students click the students/alumni tab, they can sign and started planning their career.

pos1uons. The search engine will
find all positions available for your
specific request. It can be helpful to
search for a job specifically for your
major or career goals.
CAREERShark is different
from other search engines because
only the NSU community has
access. Students, alumni, and staff
are the only users permitted in
CAREERShark.
Megan Morini, career adviser,
said CAREERShark has so many

opportunities for students and it's
updated weekly.
"A lot of students think it's only
for business students, but the reality
is there are multiple jobs on there,
hundreds of jobs and hundreds of
different companies that want to hire
our students," she said.
Students can also keep in
touch with the Office of Career
Development under the "events" and
"calendar'' tabs. Students can find
out about workshops, information

sessions, and mock interviews and
RSVP to whichever event they
would like to attend.
Carleen Pallante, assistant
director of campus relations, said
CAREERShark is also a helpful tool
for students who may not be looking
for a job or internship right now.
"It helps them see what positions
are available and gives them an idea
of possibilities in the future," she
said. "It also helps them keep on top
of professional development through

our workshops and different events.
Students may not be ready to jump
into a job or internship, but they can
become aware of what's out there to
help prepare themselves."
Students can start researching
their future career, find jobs and
learn about career _events by signing
into CAREERShark at www.nova.
edu/careershark.

ARROWHEAD CONDO
Waiting for YOU!
ON NOVA DRIVE
2 BEDROOMS 2 BATHS
Private and Immaculate
FULLY FURNISHED
"Turnkey"
MINUTES TO COLLEGE
Offered at $82,500

Susan M. Johnson
Broker /Rea Itor
GRI, CRS, Green

954-424-7711
CALL FROM 7:00AM-7:00PM

fJ

Smith - Johnson Realty
12555 Orange Drive, #4022, Davie, FL 33330

www.Smith-JohnsonRealty.com
E-Mail: smithjohnsonrealty@comcast.net

._,. ,.

HOURS: Monday - Friday
U,n9h: 1;~ Qam-3:00pm Dinn~r: Spm-1 O:OOpm
,. :cS~tw~ts Open for Dmner Only
".

The Current is on the hunt for new recruits.
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· Ask .for Mamason for take-out
or S_!l)all party orders
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Positions open for Fall 2011:
News Editor
Features Editor
Sports Editor
-Arts and Entertainment Edi tor
Opinions Editor
Visual Design Assistant
Writers

Call 954.262.8455 for more information.

Applications available
online:
nsucurrent.nova.edu »
about us " apply now

954-792-6220
6419 Stirling Road, Davie
On the corner of Stirling Road and Davie Road
(south of NOVA SE UNIVERSITY in Davie)
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Candid conversation with the president
Orgi,nal!y published on 3 /2 0/ 11
By: Dean Gabriel Willianis
Contributing Writer
President George L. Hanbury
II was a city manager in three cities
and served as NSU's Chief Operating
Officer for 13 years. He became
president and chief executive officer
of NSU in 2010. The Current sat
down with him to talk about issues
concerning student growth. ·

Q: The first question is in regard
to undergraduate admissions and
graduation rates. The University
of Miami currently has the lowest
admission rate in the state, at 39.2
percent, ·and a 4-year graduation
rate of 68 percent, amongst the
highest in the state. NSU, in
comparison, has an admissions
rate of 53.3 percent, amongst
the highest in the state, and an
undergraduate graduation rate of
41 percent, amongst the lowest in
the state. What is NSU doing to: (a)
decrease its admissions rate, and
(b) increase its 4-year graduation
rate, in a way that attracts the
best and brightest students to the
university?
A: NSU, as you know, is in a very
unique situation, as only 20 percent
of its student body is undergraduate
students. With the undergraduate
program being a little under 20 years
old, there are inconsistencies that
have to be resolved, including our
admissions and graduation rates.
Currently, NSU has an undergraduate
student population of 6,000 students;
half of which are traditional, while
the other half is non-traditional.
NSU's undergraduate requirements
have been, for career students
especially,
relaxed,
with the
minimum cumulative GPA required
to be admitted at a 2.2. Over the
next five years, that requirement will
rise to a 3.0, for both traditional and
non-traditional students. Because
a student's previous cumulative
GPA is one the best indicators of
how successful the student will be
at the undergraduate level, once we
raise the minimum GPA required to
be admitted into the undergraduate
program, over time, the graduation
rate will steadily increase.
Q:

Florida
International
University was established in
1965, one year after NSU was
established. While the two
universities took different paths,
both are currently ranked in the
second tier of national universities.
While one might argue that any
comparison between a public and
private institution is unfair, one
area where FIU trumps NSU is
endowment; money and property
donated to an academic institution
for its general welfare, some of
which goes towards . scholarships
and the procurement of academic
resources. FIU's endowment, as
of 2010, sits at $153 million, while
NSU's endowment as of 2010 sits
at only $54.2 million. What is NSU
doing to increase its private donor
base?

A: There are two factors that
currently negatively affect the
university's endowment. First, NSU

has an alumni population of 145,000,
but less than 2 percent of alumni
give. Second, often times, people
give to a center, school or college
within the university, but not to the
university itself. As part of Vision
2020, NSU's goal is to increase the
endowment to $150 million. How we
hope to achieve this is by ensuring
the current student body at NSU has
a rewarding a student experience, so
as to ensure that they graduate with
affinity for the institution and are
compelled to give back. Second, we
will be establishing alumni chapters
and will pursue other initiatives with
and amongst current NSU alumni
to instill a sense of affinity for the
institution, which will increase the
number of alumni who give back to
the university. Third and finally, we
will continue to pursue large private
donations by marketing the growth
and advancement that has taken
place at the university.

Q: Tuition at UM is higher than
NSU by at least $10,000/year.
A closer look at the statistics,
however, reveal that 37 percent of
students at UM have their financial
needs fully met, while that number
at NSU stands at 11 percent. An
even further look reveals that the
average need-based scholarship
or grant award at UM is $23,552,
while that number at NSU stands
at $12,028. What is NSU doing to
provide immediate solutions to the
issues of student financial need?
A: This question ties very much
into your last question regarding
the university's endowment. The
greater the endowment, the more
we can draw from it for scholarships
for students. Typically, academic
institutions draw no more than 10
percent from its endowment annually
to fund student scholarships. With the
endowment currently at $54 million,
NSU can only draw a maximum of
$5 million to fund scholarships per
year. However, an increase in the
endowment to $150 million means
that the university could draw up to
$15 million to fund scholarships per
year. In addition to the endowment,
grants help the university to
maintain a lower cost of attendance
per student. Cost of attendance
is what it costs the university to
educate each student, while tuition
is what is actually paid by each
student towards his or her cost of
attendance. Endowments and grants
typically help to cover the difference
between the two. NSU is looking to
aggressively seek research grants.:.
as a means of ensuring that the
university can cover the difference
between the cost of attendance and
tuition per student.
Q: NSU has the lowest class size in
the state, with 76 percent of classes
having 20 or fewer students. FIU is
at the higher end of the spectrum,
with only 23 percent of its classes
having 20 or fewer students.
Despite this, the numbers reveal
something rather interesting:
freshman retention - an indicator
of student satisfaction - at FIU
is 81 percent, while it is only 67
percent at NSU. What is NSU
doing to improve the academic
experience for undergraduate

Dr. George L. Hanbury II, president and CEO of NSU.

students?

A: This question has a direct link
to your first question regarding
admissions and graduation rates for
undergraduate students. One of the
ways in which we hope to address
concerns with the undergraduate
academic experience is to increase
admissions standards. An increase
in admissions standards will result
in - over time - less students
leaving the university. Students who
are not academically prepared for
college-level coursework typically
end up leaving college, regardless of
which college they attend. We do our
students a great service by ensuring
that our admissions standards match
the rigor of the undergraduate
academic programs. The other factor
that typically determines whether
students leave or stay at NSU is
finances, which is directly linked to
your third question regarding student
financial need. By increasing the
amount of scholarships available to
talented students, we can, over time,
decrease the number of students
who leave the university because of
financial reasons.

Q: What is Vision 2020? How does
it attempt to improve student life
and create a unified NSU identity?

A: Vision 2020 is essentially a
master plan for how the university

will proceed in developing and
advancing NSU. The plan includes
a revamped mission . statement,
pointed objectives and core values.
In achieving the goals set forth
in Vision 2020, the objective is
to do them in a way that does not
compromise the university's values
or the trust and confidence that the
student body has in the university.

Q: At the University of Miami,
student representatives sit as
voting members of all universitywide committees. There is even
a student trustee (with voting
power) on the Board of Trustees at
UM. The idea behind this form of
student governance is th~t students
should be empowered and have
just as much stake in the success
of the university as faculty, staff
and administration. What is your
opinion about NSU's universitywide committees having voting
student representatives? What is
your opinion about NSU's Board
of Trustees having a voting student
Trustee?
A: It has not been the tradition at
NSU for students to sit as voting
members on the Board of Trustees
and university-wide committees.
Students at NSU tend to be tactical
in nature, while administrators tend
to be strategic in nature. And so, the
challenges in having students sit on

the Board of Trustees and university.wide committees are: first, are
these opportunities that students at
NSU want; second, can students
make the transition from thinking
tactically to thinking strategically
in order to make decisions of grave
importance for the welfare of the
university; and third, is having
voting student representatives in this
manner something that is possible
here at NSU? Whether or not these
measures will be taken in the future
is unknown, but in the meantime, the
input of our students is encouraged
and always welcome. I have,
personally, made it a priority to attend
as many student events and town hall
meetings as possible, so that students
feel comfortable approaching me
about the issues that concern them,
and so that I have the opportunity to
reassure students that we-are working
hard to solve issues, and to talk
about the changes that are soon to
come at NSU that will improvement
student life. Additionally, students
have PanSGA, a consortium of all
student governments at NSU that
act as the voice of the student body.
The student governments, as well as
PanSGA, are resources that students
should use when they have issues and
concerns. These are mechanisms that
seive the student body; and students
should do everything in their power
to hold their elected and appointed
officials accountable.
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Homecoming: Hovv it

all began
Orgi,nally published on 11/ 1/ 11
.By.· Alyssa Sterkel
Features Editor
In 1983, homecoming was born
at NSU and it all started with one
dance.
Brad Williams, vice president
of Student Affairs, who has been at
NSU since 1988, said homecoming
consisted of just a dance that was
held after a men's basketball game.
"Homecoming was just a short
amount of time and there wasn't the
bigness to what it is now. But it was
still fun. People enjoyed homecoming," he said.
Williams said he's seen homecoming slowly expand from one day;
to two days, to three days, then to
one week.
Events in the past have included golf tournaments, alumni baseball games, and bed races. But these
events, like many others, only had a
short life span at NSU, said Williams.
However, some events have
been a mainstay at NSU, like the
Anything that Floats Raft Races,
Flight Deck Follies and the crowning
of the homecoming king and queen.
This year will be the 20th annual Anything that Floats Raft Races. Williams said the idea started in
1991 after a few students stared at

Gold Circle Lake and thought about
what it could be used for. The first
race only included seven rafts.
"At the first raft race, students
started the race at the Gold Circle
Lake, but they would go down the
whole lake, and, at this time, the library didn't exist. There was just a
tiny road that went all the way across
and on both sides of the road was the
Gold Circle Lake," said Williams.
Students would paddle across the
lake, pull their rafts out, put them back
in the lake and go all the way around
the university school and end where
the Miami Dolphins now practice.
"Students were exhausted by the
time they got to the end of the race.
It was hilarious," said Williams. "As
the university started to grow and
when they built the library, students
couldn't carry rafts a hundred yards.
We started going down and around
the lake. It was fun and I've seen
am~g rafts over the years."
This year, there are 40 teams
partcipating in the raft races.
Josh Matthews, junior biology
major and president of the Rotaract
club, said he enjoys the raft races because it brings a sense of tradition to
the school.
"It's something to build our
school upon. It gets all the organizations out and on campus and it brings

Students participate in the Annual Anything that Floats Raft Races during Homecoming Week 2011.

a large crowd every year," he said.
Flight Deck Follies is another
long-standing tradition at NSU. It
started in 1992, said Williams, but
it used to be aligned with Women's
History Month in March, not homecoming week. It was held in the old
Flight Deck, which was located in
Rosenthal building and the event
raised money for the organization,
Women in Distress.
Williams said, "We charged $1
to get in and held a comedy competition for women called the Funniest
Woman at NSU. It was like the Last
Shark Standing where they had to do
3-5 minutes of standup comedy."
Flight Deck Follies now features
men from NSU clubs and organizations who dress in women's clothing
for a beauty pageant and a grand prize.
Brittany Schemtob, junior psychology major, said she is a huge
fan of Flight Deck Follies because it
gives students a chance to be goofy

and compete against each other.
"I was there last year and the
Flight Deck was packed to the point
where people were standing outside,
watching through the windows. It was
a very well put on production from Student Activities and is one of the events
that show shark pride through homecoming evety year," said Schemtob.
The first Homecoming Tailgate
started in 2007, the year the Don Taft
University Center was built. Schemtob, who helped plan this year's
tailgate, said she loves this event because it gets the excitement of homecoming week going.
"The feeling in the air at the
tailgate is electric. I al.so love the part
of the tailgate whe.re you get to shoot
a basketball to win a homecoming
shirt. This year's homecoming shirt
is awesome and I'm excited to win
one," she said.
The longest running tradition of
homecoming is the dance. However,

in 1991 the dance was surrounded
by scandal. That year, NSU was
still known as the university's former mascot, the Knights. The Campus Programming Board (now the
SEAboard) rented a 6'4" statue of a
knight as decoration for the dance.
Williams said it looked cool. However, the next day he received a phone
call from the rental agency asking for
it. It had not been returned. A student
had stolen the $2,700 statue.
"It was a huge scandal. There
were only Founders, Vettel and CLC
[residence halls] back then and we
looked in. every room under beds and
still to this day we never found the
knight. Public safety put out an APB
because that was a lot of money for us
back in the day," he said.
This year, homecoming is Nov.
2 - 5. The full schedule is available at
http://nsunews.nova.edu/mark-calendar-homecoming-2011/.
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20 12 NSU Undergraduate Convocation

You're Invited
Celebrating the Beginning of the Academic Year
Tuesday, September 4, 2012 I 4:00 p. m.
Arena at The Don Taft University Center
Reception to follow

Keynote Speaker: Jamaica Kincaid, author of Annie John
'Also speaking: Leanne Boucher, Ph.D., recipient of the
2012 Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences Full-Time Faculty Excellence in Teaching Award
www.fcas,nova.edu/student/ convocation

, Office of the Dean (954) 262:-8236

Learn the Keys to Academic Success

Sunim'.er~R..adl.~g .·

Let's Get It Started!
At the beginning of every academic year, the
Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences hosts
Convocation, and you're invited!
This ceremonial event brings new undergraduate students together-along with many
of their NSU professors and members of
university leadership.
At last year's Convocation, keynote speaker,
author Junot Diaz, delivered this message to
students: "An education is more than classes
and grades and future jobs. At its root, it's
about you being changed, utterly.
"Your job as a student is not only to go to class
and do your work and get good grades and
graduate. Your job as a student, at a profound

level, is to open yourself up to the transformative potential of learning. An education,
at its best, means that the person who walks
into NSU will not recognize the person who
walks out of here."
Don't miss this year's keynote speech by
acclaimed author Jamaica Kincaid.
At Convocation, you can also learn about the
college's 2012-2013 academic theme and
share the excitement of the academic
exploration that lies ahead.
All members of the NSU community are
welcome to attend Convocation. To learn
more, contact the Office of the Dean in the
Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences at
(954) 262-8236 or convocation@nova.edu.

What Are You Reading?
If you are looking for a thought-provoking
book to dive into this summer, the Farquhar
College of Arts and Sciences has you covered.
New undergraduate students who participate in
the college's First-Year Reading Program will
receive a free copy of this year's book
selection: the novel Annie John by Jamaica
Kincaid.
Enjoy the book over the summer, then meet
with your peers and a professor in a small
group to discuss your reactions to it.
"The First-Year Reading Program is a
wonderful opportunity for you to be introduced
to some key fundamentals of college academic
life at NSU: reading and interpreting

•

challenging texts and interacting with faculty in
an intimate learning environment," said
Marlisa Santos, Ph.D., associate professor and
director of the college's Division of
Humanities.

•

Se :~ cte,t' to''join 1 the,aothor

,·private SEtn:,lnar'4Uiner
.
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"

There is even an opportunity for select
participants to attend a private dinner seminar
with the author. And, at Convocation, you will
hear the author deliver her keynote speech,
ringing in the new academic year.
To learn more about the book and to sign up
for the program, visit the First-Year Reading
Program page at www.fcas.nova.edu/student/
first_year_reading.
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NSU switches from
"

webmail to,, live.edu
Technology.
Mize
said
move

01igi,nall)I published on 9/ 13 / 12
By: Victoria Rajkwnar
Arts & Entertainment Editor
&Davis Yahn

Opinions Editor
The NSU community officially
switched email systems from
WebMail to Live@edu during a
campus wide migration that began
Aug. 29, 2011 and ended Dec. 19,
2011. However, for some students,
the process was not very smooth.
Adrian Comeaux, junior business major, said, "It basically told
me if I 'migrate,' I would have the
ability to forward over my mail
from the old system. But, when I
logged back into SharkLink, the
old mail icon disappeared. I lost
everything saved in my old inbox. I
hope something can be done about
this."
Alyssa Manillo, freshman
biology major, said she had
difficulty sending emails and
opening files since she migrated to
the new system.
"I wish I had waited to convert.
This is such a hassle for me," said
Manillo.
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The
NSU
community was able to call in to the
NSU help desk to report any issues

they had with the system and have
them resolved said Dennis Mize,
director of systems administration
in the Office of Information

experience
them with one of the
best communication and
collaboration suites on the
market.
Marion Alson, sophomore
business
major,
said
webmail did not cater to
the needs of students
who take online classes
and use email as the
primary
source
of
communication
with
their professors.
"There would be
a lot of maintenance and
errors," said Alson. "It's sometimes difficult to access important
emails
from
my online professors."
Matthew Alexander,
sophomore business major, said, "The system was just
not up to date and couldn't meet with
students needs."
Psychology
Freshman

major, Melissa Rosen, said webmail
was ugly and hard to navigate.
Live@edu allows NSU
email users to access their mail
through smartphones and tablets.
The mailbox was upgraded to 10GB.
The previous mailbox, Webmail,
offered 256 MB. Other features of
the new email system include an
online version of Microsoft Office
and a virtual storage area called
Skydrive, which allows users to
store up to 25GB of any type of
file including Microsoft Office
documents, photos1 and music, and
share them with others. Skydrive
users have the ability to store
data that is accessible anywhere,
lessening the repercussions of
system crashes.
The NSU community was
strongly encouraged to switch to the
new email system. However, the old
system is still available for use.
Mize ·said, "While no date
has been announced yet for
decommissioning
the
ex1stmg
email system, it will remain in use
for some time as the existing email
system is still in use by NSU faculty
and staff."
Mize said NSU email users
who still experience any issues with
the live.edu should contact the NSU
help desk at (954) 262-4357.
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Salvadoran Recycled
Cotton Hammock
wwwthehungersite.com

TOMS: One for One

"Drink coffee, do good."
Land of a Thousand Hills

~

I own two pairs of TOMS shoes. They're cute,
comfortable and, best of all, when I buy a pair, one goes to a
child in need. It's called the One for One Movement and
TOMS isn't the only business that's part charity.
Many businesses help you shop for a cause. When you
spend your money, you're not being
materialistic. You're giving back. It's a
movement that has taken off and
businesses are capitalizing on it, and
I'm glad. We're the shopping
generation and not just with clothes.
We buy shoes, gadgets, coffee, and
other "necessities." We're never going
to stop shopping, so why not join the
movement. Here are a few companies
Short all-in-one Baby
that will help you help others.
Teresa outfit baby-teresa.com
TOMS: If you don't know
about TOMS shoes and eyewear, the
organization started out with the slogan "With every pair you
purchase, TOMS will give a pair of new shoes to a child in
need. One for One." This year, TOMS added the eyewear
movement. For every
pair of eyeglasses you
purchase, TOMS gives
sight to a person in
need through medical
treatments, prescription
glasses or sight-saving surgery.
TOMS is not only a great
company that
gives back to the
community, you'll
like what you buy.
The shoes are comfortable and cute, as
are the glasses. They may be a little pricey
with their glasses starting at $135 and
their shoes starting at $44, but remember,
you're buying two pairs. You can buy TOMS shoes or glasses
at www.toms.com.
Warby Parker: is another organization with an
eyewear movement. You buy a pair and give a pair. Warby
Parker partners with non-profit organizations to deliver one
pair of glasses to someone in need. The glasses you purchase
include prescriptions and start at $95. I know you're in college
and $95 could buy you a lot of food, but remember, you're
helping a child see the writing on a blackboard or helping a
parent drive. You can buy Warby Parker glasses at
www.warbyparker.com.
Land of a Thousand Hills Coffee Company: With their
slogan "Drink Coffee. Do Good," this coffee company helps
communities in countries like Rwanda, Haiti and
Thailand to create a sustainable income by growing
and selling coffee. If you buy their coffee, you'll
receive 100 percent Arabica, fairly traded and roasted
fresh coffee. They sell regular and decafin various
sizes and in whole bean or ground varieties. The
coffee starts out at $12.95. Get your coffee fix and
help communities thrive at
www.landofathousandhills.com.

Starbucks Coffee Company: If coffee is an addiction
for you, you'll be happy to hear that Starbucks Coffee
Company helps you give back too, but with their water and
book sales. Profits from book sales go toward advocating
literacy, and for every bottle of Ethos Water they sell, five
percent of the profits goes to producing clean water for
children in third world countries. So next time you buy a triple
tall Americana with brevee and six pumps of classic syrup,
remember to buy a bottle of Ethos water or a book, too.
Roma Provisions: If you're sick of ruining your shoes
with the amount of rain Florida has, type in
www.romaprovisions.com into your web browser. This
company is "warming the world" with their rain boots. Roma
Provisions sells rain boots, and for every pair sold, their
subsidiary, Roma for All, distributes boots to children living in
poverty. Their mission is to keep the feet of children living in
cold and wet climates warm and dry. Their boots cost $84, but
they're cute, simple and you're helping a child.
One World Futbol Project: An organization that
should appeal to athletes is the One World Futbol Project. This
company sells $39.95 soccer and multi-sport balls that are ,
unique, durable and
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never ~eeds inflating
and will never go flat.
For every ball you
buy, one goes to a refugee
camp, a war zone, an inner
city or a poverty-stricken
community. You can

How your hobby can make a difference

~~~:~i~~yyou

want the ball to go
Wn·tten by.. Alyssa .Sterke1 to at www.oneworldfutbol.com.
Baby Teresa: Instead of calling it a

one for one movement, the organization, Baby Teresa, says
you're buying once and sharing twice. For every baby onesie
you buy, one goes to a baby in need. You can help clothe a
baby from Egypt, the Philippines, Tanzania and many other
countries. The goal of the company is to clothe at least one
baby from every country in the world. You can buy a onesie at
www.baby-teresa.com and they start at $29.95.
Fair Trade: If none of these companies interest you,
one movement you can check out is fair trade. Fair trade helps
people in developing countries have better trading conditions
and helps support sustainable living in communities. This
movement focuses on handicrafts, coffee, cocoa, sugar, tea,
bananas, honey, cotton, wine, fruit, chocolate, flowers and
gold. Fair trade products can be found at
www.fairtradeusa.org, www.serrv.org,
www.thehungersite.org and many other websites.
My Christmas list included a pair of TOMS. I am slightly _
obsessed with these shoes, but, most of all, I love the heart
behind the company. My dream would be to intern at TOMS.
TOMS has helped me shop for a cause and hopefully this
information has helped you find your· ~ne for one movement.

"Buy a pair. give a pair."
warbyparker.corn

Roma Boots Glossy Plum
romaprovisions.com
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Recycled watering can
thehunaersite.com
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Ho"W" residents,~an .stay
safe on c~lllpus

Orgi,nally published on 11 /8/11
By: Alyssa Sterkel
Features Editor

Living on a college campus
does not guarantee safety.
Daren Capirchio, assistant director of residential life, thinks some
residential students have a false
sense of safety when they come to
college.
"We're an open campus and we
don't have an ivory wall around us.
People can come in from outside.
People sometimes feel that we're on
a college campus, I'm safe. That's
becoming less and less true as time
goes on. Students just need to be
aware," he said.
Students can start being aware
by plugging information into their
phone, like public safety numbers,
NOVA alert and emergency contacts,
Capirchio said. Students can label
emergency contacts "ICE," which
stands for in case of emergency.
Shane Lam, associate director
of field operations in the Department
of Public Safety, said students should
also carry their shark card with them
~herever they go because it allows
"Public Safety to identify individuals
who might not be permitted within
an area.
Judeline Antenor, freshman
nursing major, thinks students aren't

,,

concerned about safety because of
all the security already in place on
campus.
"If you don't have an [ID]
card, you eithercan't get in or
someone has to let you in. Even
if it is an open area, there is a
limit to how fi someone can
go. If you don't have an [ID]
card you can't get an~here beyond sliding doors,'~§he~ id.

'
across the hall that once you - ,
leave your room, lock your
door. [Leaving doors unlocked]
i&'a ·habitiial problem in all of the
residence balls;" he said.
Capirdiiq also said that in the
apintm~t-style dorms, students
t1~d to n0.1,only lock them~~
door, _but' al§o .their bedroom

door.
Lam wsaid if a...resident'fm&l
'"i
~ir QOOr open er sees signs of
!~

Lam said J9c~
d~~his
also an import,.ant way tblielp
ensure .p~nal safety.
''Minilll,izing vulnerability
,is one of the keys to preventing
crime. A criminal looks for ·a nd
bxploil:S perceived weaknesses,"
he said.
Capirchio agreed and said
most i)lsues reg.arding stolen
ltems are because a bedroom
door was left unlocked.
"One thing we encourage is
when you're in your room
and want to communicate with your neighbor next door or

..

. . ·-.t

'

f.~rced entry,

th~y ·should nol

-eiiter; but call Public ''s.afer
immediately.
He also advised students
to be:~are of:their surroundJ
in.gs, remain in well-lit areas
ywear clothing that does not
restrict movement and don'\
walk alone at night.
C 9pirchio said his offic
talks to students constantly
about traveling together orl
, campus.
"This goes for our male
residents as well as female residents. As a male,

there's no difference. If someone is
going to rob you or attack you, they
will still do it," he said.
Antenor agreed, "I think [walking in groups] helps because it reduces the risk of someone trying to
hurt you because if be or she sees
you with a group of people, he or she
won't be stupid enough to go after
you if there's one of them and three
or four of you."
Capirchio said residents are
also responsible for their guests' actions. In the Goodwin, Commons
and Rolling Hills residence halls,
there is a sign-in process at the front
desk and residents should ensure that
their guests sign in.
"It's extremely helpful because
it provides us with information we
wouldn't have normally. Whenever
we have a situation in a hall, we can
audit who is in the building," Capirchio said.
However, Mikaela Myers, junior art major, thinks the sign-in
sheet is inconvenient for visiting stu. dents.
"It's a pain because I go visit
my friends in the Commons almost
every day and when I sign in they
start keeping track of me and tell me

I can't go see my friends. You can
only go in a certain number of times.
It's just a pain because I might be going in for five minutes and leaving
and I have to sign in," she said.
Founders, Farquhar, Vettel and
CLC residence halls do not have a
front desk, but the same guest policy
applies, Capirchio said. Residents
are responsible for their guests.
Students should also ensure that
their property is being watched at all
times. Lam said students place a high
value on personal safety, but sometimes neglect safe guarding personal
property.
"This is occasionally evident
when students leave bags, computers
cell phones and books unattended.
Unattended valuables make an easy
target for theft and should always
remain in your control. Crimes of
opportunity, or theft, are the most
prevalent but at the same time, the
most preventable," Lam said.
Students should also always
report an)'. suspicious activity. Lam
said the Public Safety Department
holds student safety in the highest
regard. Part of their mission is to be
safety centric and rooted in supporting -excellence in learning.
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NSUAthletics airs ION THE BENCH
basketball games
NSU's five greatest
on local radio
feniale student-athletes
Orgi,nally published on 3 /2 0/ 12
Commentary by:

' :::::.

Kevin Preciado

Orgi,nally published on IO/11 / 11
By: Kevin Preciado
Sports Editor
On Dec. 3, 2011, NSU's basketball game
against Bany University was broadcast on a local radio station. It was as a result of a threeyear partnership between NSU Athletics and
WMEN 640 AM Radio to air live broadcasts
of men's basketball games, as well as a weekly,
hour-long program dedicated to NSU Athletics
called the "Sharks Sports Wrap."
Michael Mominey, athletic director, said
partnership with local media was a part of the
vision he had for the department. He said the
discussions with WMEN began last spring.
"As with any partnership, there needs
to be a mutual benefit. I truly believe this is
a win-win for the athletic department and
WMEN 640," said Mominey.
Head Coach Gary Tuell said the team is
also excited about the partnership.
"The player reaction was mostly that they
feel a sense of pride to be one of the very few
Division II programs in the country that will
have their games aired on a local radio station,"
he said. "All the guys feel it's pretty cool and
they appreciate that WMEN 640 believes they
are worthy of the same kind of local radio coverage that Miami, FIU, Florida Atlantic and
other D-I programs receive."
The "Sharks Sports Wrap" began airing on
Nov. 12 every Saturday from 8:30 a.m. - 9:30

COURTESY OF NSU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS

Junior golfer, Abbey Gittings, is ranked the number one femaie golfer in Division II

Tony Segreto, TV and radio personality, hosts the
"Sharks Sports Wrap," a show featuring NSU athletics
on WMEN 640 AM .

a.m. and is hosted by TV and radio personality
Tony Segreto. Mominey said this is his favorite
component of the partnership.
"It's one thing to be able to broadcast one
of your teams, but the opportunity to have our
own one-hour show on Saturday mornings on
commercial radio makes this deal a home run,"
he said.
Mominey said he plans to use this platform to leverage the success of the department.
"The focus gives the listeners an overall
view into our entire sports program. We will focus on all the other sports when they are in season," he said. ''Right now we plan on 30 shows,
which is very exciting. We also have some surprise guests planned as well, so stay tuned."

March 8 was International Woman's Day,
and, although today is not March 8, it's never
too late to celebrate the accomplishments of
women. Today, we will pay tribute to the five
greatest NSU female student-athletes. It was
no easy task narrowing it down to five as there
are many who are worthy of being on the list.
How did I determine who made the top
five? Three of the five were All-Americans
last year, and the other two, and in all
likelihood, will be this year. These athletes
are not only the best at NSU, they are some
of the premiere athletes in the nation.
Erin Black, junior swimmer. She may
not be a descendant of Poseidon, but it is
clear she belongs in the water. She has been
named Counsilman Hunsaker Swimmer of
the Week three times and helped her team
capture its first conference championship in
program history.
Laura Saladrigas, junior utility
player for softball. She was named to the
Daktronics, Inc. All-American Team last
season after her dominating performance

on the field. Saladrigas posted the highest
batting average in the conference.last season.
She has even showed off her wide range of
abilities by pitching well this season.
Abbey Gittings, junior goHer. She is a
proven winner. In two years, she's won two
national championships. We'll see if she'll
make it three for three. She is currently ranked
the number one female golfer in Division II.
Daniela Ortiz, freshman goHer. She
stepped right in and proved to be one of
the best. She won the individual title at the
NSU Shark Invitational and has been one
of the most consistent players all year. She
is currently ranked the number two female
golfer in Division IL
Alyssa O'Donnell, senior rower.
O'Donnell was a key m~ber
the team
that won conference last season. O'Donnell
received All-American and All-SSC honors
for her performance last season.
Every female student-athlete has
represented NSU in a great fashion, but these
five are the best of the best.
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Available fully online A gust2 12
aster of Science in
International Real Estate {MSIRE)
Our 10-month, accelerated, online graduate real estate program provides exactly the type of in-depth
knowledge and relevant skills to prepare you to understand and assemble the financial, legal and other
types of components for closing major real estate transactions successfully.

msireonline.fiu.edu

aster of Science in
Human Resource Management (MSHRM)
Our 12-month, accelerated, online graduate human resource management
program focuses on the crucial skills you need to successfully manage within
an increasingly diverse and international workplace.

mshrmonline.fiu.edu

Master of International Business-(MIB)
Our 12-month,specialized, online graduate international business program
focuses on the essential knowledge, skills and management techniques
required to conduct business in a global marketplace.

mibonline.fiu.edu
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NSU's Biggest
Loser isn't similar
to the show
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DellaVentura's

PIZZERIA
Ea-t In, Take Ou-t, and l>eliver~

Orginal!y published on 2 /21 / 12
By.' Kevin Preciado
Sports Editor

954 .791.6077

................

In the first week of January, the annual
program .of NSU's Biggest Loser began. The
program has the same name as the television
show, but that is where the similarities end.
Marcela Sandigo, associate director
for Fitness and Operations, said the office is
considedng changing the name of the program
because people think it's the same as the show.
She said the show is very extreme, and that's not
how the program works at NSU.
"That's actually the opposite of what we
do," said Sandigo. ''We don't want people to
focus so.much on that number on the scale and
losing a really big amount of weight in a really
small amount of time, because that's unhealthy.
We want them to be able to get those resources
and lose weight gradually, but make it into
something they're going to do for the rest of
their lives."
Although NSU's Biggest Loser isn't as
demanding as the television show, there's a great
deal the participants do every week, such as
working out three times a week with a trainer
and completing challenges.
"We have a relationship with the Broward
Fire Academy, so they do the fireman's challenge
there. We do one beach workout [and] one park
workout on Saturdays," said Sandigo.
In addition to the workouts and challenges,
the participants receive cooking demonstrations
and prizes from Whole Foods. They have healthy
lifestyle coaches and a nutritionist. Sandigo said
the resources the program offers is the greatest
benefit.

Shark l='riendl~ :ood Made -to order:
Once jou -tr~ i-t, jou're hooked'
Indoor -1- Ou-tdoorPlen-tj o: Parkin<=o
and l='R...EE \Nl-1='1

;W,Lr;, ;~.Nit'Sl?-AYS,
Any dinner with salad and rolls 4- 7Opm
• Eat-in only
Must purchase beverage

$6.99

"Yes, they lose weight, and they become
healthier during the program, but it's everything
they learn and they can take away. So, when they
are finished they can continue on," said Sandigo.
She said entering this program is a huge
commitment, and it's not for those who are just
looking for a quick way to lose weight.
"The goal of the program is not to say, 'Oh,
we want you to lose this amount of weight.' The
goal is to give them the resources, so they can
make this change forever, for the rest of their
lives. This is just a little stepping stone to get
them into the habit of eating well and working
out regularly," she said.
The program will continue through April,
and the winner will be announced the first
week of June. Applications for next year's
Biggest Loser program will be available in
September.

I\ISU S TUDE:.l\li S :

Receive 25% off
on Wednesdays!
All o th er days 10% off.
('.:°ree ph:2.. a wii:h the purchas e o ~ a pi1.:2.. a
(S atur daj s Ol'\lj).
4120 SW 64th Avenue
Davie, FL 33314

Monday-Thursday: 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 11 a . m.-11 p.m.

Did you knovv...
The MiaIDi Dolphins train
on caIDpus

By: Mohamed Abdihakim.
Contributing Writer

It's the location that essentially
kicks off every Dolphins football
season. It has played host to the 2006
AFC Champion Indianapolis Colts.
Upon entering its front doors, were
you so fortunate, you will spot two
championship trophies, retired jerseys of Miami Dolphins greats, and
an assortrne11t of glass cases containing signed jerseys of current and
former players (including Brandon
Marshall.. .too soon?). It's the official training facility of your Miami Dolphins, located right here on
NSU's main campus.
Along with many of the expected amenities the facility comes
with - therapy pool, practice field,
etc - this compound features one of
the NFL's largest weight rooms. The
facility also hosts up to 2000 fans on
free visits to watch the Dolphins on
select pre-season practices. Personally, watching Jake Long and Brandon Marshall practice for a bit, under
signature Florida weather, was something to check off of my bucket list.
Now, on to arguably the most
interesting aspect of the training fa-

~ [ii !jl. ~
[;]

PHOTO BYS. GLANVILLE

A display of Miami Dolphin greats inside the Miami Dolphins Training Facility, which is located on
NSU's campus.

cility: the Bubble. Covering an area
of a little more than two acres, this
air supported indoor training field
was installed and manufactured by
Air Structures American Technologies Incorporated (ASATI). This part
of thefacility serves a purpose other
than its obvious aesthetic appeal.
The Dolphins staff likes to replicate crowd noise in the dome. The
Metrodome in Minnesota, home to

the Vikings, works in much the same
way. In this way, The Bubble is both
easy on the eyes and tough on the
players.
Watching a Dolphins practice
session at the training facility is an
interesting experience. The bleachers
are set up so that you can get a pretty
great view of both outdoor practice
field (yes, there are two practice
fields. One for defense, the other for

The Miami Dolphins train in this air supported indoor facility located on NSU's campus.

offense) and manage to hear pretty
clearly what the coaches are telling
their players. Hearing David Corrao
tell Jake Long (personally, my favorite Dolphin) that he needs to "square
up, protect your guy!" was awesome.
Particularly, because Long had himself a pretty productive season thereafter.
The Dolphins training facility
adds on to an already scenic NSU

main campus. Believe me; admiring
it from your car is simply not enough.
Go to a free-entry, pre-season training session (if for nothing else, to
stare at Marshall's display case and
reminisce about the times when we
had a pro bowl receiver) and you'll
see why this facility, Bubble and all,
is considered by many in the NFL
to be the prototype for a top quality
practice facility.
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Five greatest DlOinents
froDl spring,,se'asoll
'

'-,

By : Kevin Preciado
Sports Editor

3. The Swimming and Diving
program may be a relative
newcomer, yet it has already
proven to be a bona fide
powerhouse. On Feb. 18,
both the men's and women's
teams
captured
conference
championships. It was the second
conference title for the men in as
many tries and the first for the
women.

~

COURTESY OF NSUSHARKS.COM

1. I had to pay homage to the Rowing team, as they have been a
force on the water this season. If you're a fan for the dramatics, then
you would have been in pure ecstasy watching the Barry Dual on
March 31. The Varsity Eight defeated Barry by a meager time of 0.04
seconds. It really doesn't get more exciting and_memorable than that.

~~
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4. Another powerhouse would
definitely have to be the golf program.
Both the men and women lived up
to ·the billing when they each won a
conference championship on April
17. The women displayed true grit
as they came back from an 18-stroke
deficit to win by a single stroke. The
men dominated play as they won by
37 strokes.

COURTESY OF NSUSHARKS.COM

5. Last, but certainly not least · is
swimmer Erin Black, junior, (middle
of picture) winning an individual
national title in the 500 freestyle event
on March 16. During the season,
Black collected accolades as if they
were baseball cards. She was able to
cap off a historic season as a national
champion.

2. 500
wins
is
certainly a monumental
milestone for anyone.
Softball head coach,
Lesa Bonee reached
the 500 win mark for
her career on Feb. 25
when her team came
back to defeat Young
Harris 6-3.
COURTESY OF NSUSHARKS.COM

COURTESY OF NSUSHARKS.COM

The Sharkettes dance team jazzes
up_ NSU'S-basketball.halftime shows

COURTESY OF J. TRAIL

The Sharkettes dance team during a routine at the 2011 Homecoming Tailgate. The team also performs at NSU basketball halftime shows.

Orgi,nally published on 2 /21 / 12
By: Alyssa Sterkel
Features Editor

··································

. Attendance at NSU basketball
games increased, and it's not just
because of the players - it's the
halftime show.

The Sharkettes, a NSU dance
team, is dancing its way into fans'
hearts and helping increase Shark
pride.
Jennifer Goetzl, sophomore
psychology major and captain
of The Sharkettes, started the
organization in Fall 2011 from an

inactive dance team. They revamped
the constitution and started from
scratch.
"I originally started the team
because I worked at the Office of
Student Activities' front desk, and
there were a lot of people who came
in, and there was no dance team

available to them. I wanted tci fill
that gap," she said.
Goetz! used to dance in Dance
Movement, a dance company, and
taught dance for years, but stopped
when she came to NSU, until she
started the team.
"It is really sad for people who
have danced their entire life. A11 of
us have a passion for dance. Even if
it's not your major, it's 'something
you want to keep up with. I feel
like The Sharkettes does that for
you. It's an extracurricular, but it's
also a serious team," she said.
Though the Sharkettes are
fairly young, they have already
been successful. Goetzl said she
has seen growth in the number of
people attending games.
"I'm really excited that we're
making an impact and that people
are finally getting excited about
basketball and our sports teams,"
she said.
Amanda Smith, freshman
biology major, said the team's focus
is not only on dancing, but also on

spreading Shark pride.
~he said, "Some of the other
dance groups are designed for dance
majors and to only learn ne~ dance
styles. We dance and have fun to
help spread school spirit."
The . Sharkettes perform at
most basketball games during the
halftime show.
Rachel Salveson, freshman
chemistry major and co-captain, said
they have a lot of fun and receive a
great reaction from .the crowd.
"It's exciting to know that
people are coming out to see us,
and it makes me want us to look ten
times better," said Salveson.
Anyone interested in joining
The Sharkettes can check out their
jazz and hip-hop routines at the
basketball games. Interested students
can contact The Sharkettes through
OrgSync. OrgSync will also show
the days and times they perform.
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ATTENTION STUDENTS:
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hours.
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City of Davie mott~: P arking
"
tickets first, warµings . never
,, -, _

Origi,nally published on 10/ 4/ 11
By: Alyssa Sterkel
Features Editor
In the three years I have had my
license, I have never gotten a ticket.
No police officer has pulled me over
or issued me a fine - until a few
weeks ago. Well, an officer never
pulled me over, but a ticket that
came with a fine was placed on my
windshield after. parking in the Don
Taft University Center parking lot.
This story isn't about my
frustration with driving around in
hopes of finding a miraculously
vacant parking space. It's about my
decision to not want to park on the
West side of the 4th floor of the Alvin
Sherman Library parking garage.
One Tuesday, I chose to park
on a curb because I didn't have time
to find a space and make it to my
meeting in time (nor did I really feel
like trying to find a space at noon on
a Tuesday). I chose to do something
that many other students do, but this
time I rece'ived a citation.
My "receipt" from the City of
Davie told me I was a hazard. The
City of Davie ticketing officer said
I was parked hazardously, which
means my car was a danger to other
drivers - really? City of Davie, who
was I danger to? The driver who
doesn't know how to turn their wheel

COURTESY OF A. STERKEL

The last thing you want to see as you leave class is a ticket on your windshield

in a parking lot? Or the driver who
can't see in front of them?
I parked on a curb. I didn't park
in the middle of the parking lot. I
didn't park in the street. I didn't
park on the grass. I parked on a
curb. There was enough room for a
car to pass. My car wasn't a hazard
to anyone and neither are the others
cars that park on curbs on campus.
Even if I was a hazard, why didn't
I receive a warning first? I have a clean
driving record. I obey the law. Yet at
NSU, the first time I do something
"illegal," I have to pay for it-literally.

Does NSU, Public Safety and the City
of Davie not believe in warnings? Do
they think students won't get the hint
from a warning? Or do they just want
our money?
If I had been issued a warning
and told I would be cited and facing a
fine the next time I parked on a curb,
you can be sure my car would never
be near a curb again. Cheap is my
middle name. I don't enjoy paying
for things. And I really did not enjoy
paying that parking ticket.
Now, you may be wondering
how much the ticket was and I'll be

honest, it was only $40. But it was
$40 that could've gone towards my
Student Activities fee (which goes
to what, exactly?), meals on campus,
or a cute purse - if I'm being
completely honest. To put it simply; it
was $40 too much. I realize it wasn't
a steep fine, but it begs the question
of why do they charge that much for
parking on curb in a college parking
lot? I just parked on a curb!
A fine of $20, or even $30,
would've given me the "slap on the
hand" that I deserved without making
me want to yell at a few people in

a

uniform. Fining people $40 on a first
time offense is just ridiculous.
NSU needs to start handing o~Jt
warnings. Sometimes people just don't
have time to drive around in circles
trying to find a parking space. Fine
people when they park on a curb more
than once, but at least give them the .
decency of learning that it is again~t
the law at NSU to park on a curb.
And City of Davie, I'd like my
$40 back.
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Real~world experience.
Training by your peers.
State-of-the-art equipment.
Free concernts.
Press passes.
A chance to have your own
TV or radio show.
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Foul language iJl the classroom
Orgi,nally published on 9"'/11(_11

'

Let the expletives fly

Professors use it
and abuse it

By: Alyssa Sterkel
Features Editor

By: Nathaniel Dolan
Contnbuting Wnter
Recently, it was brought to my attention
that there still exists some contention in
modern society around college professors
swearing in classrooms. Oi vey. Here we go.
The extremist puritan right-wing is insisting
- yet again - to be heard and obeyed.
OK, fine. Let's hear it. What's the complaint
again? Some college professors are swearing
in class and offending some folks' delicate
sensibilities? I'll say it again - oi vey. For
the luv 'a Mike - are we really going there
again? Do we not already have enough on our
plate without dragging this old and tired topic
to the foreground yet again? I would have
thought that such a dusty old issue went out
with the 8-track. No? Well, then, let's settle it
right here and now and be done with it.
Listen - there's "life" and, then, there's
"real" life - neither of which necessarily
commands the lion's share of popular opinion
all the time. As a philosophy major, and lifelong
"hobbyist" in the realm of philosophical study,
I am quite aware that there is what "is," and
then, there is what a particular demographic
of our population would "prefer." Rarely,
do these two distinct elements of the human
experience concur. Simply put, there's just
what is - and, then, there's everything else.
And, what "is" in life happens to include the
very real element of the use of expletives in
just about every part of every culture spanning
the globe - including ours.
Let's face it. We are all part of the human
race - and humans curse. Furthermore, this
is the U.S. of A. We are Americans - and
Americans swear. Hell, man, the freedom to
swear is one of the cornerstones of our culture.
You remember, don't you - free speech and
all that "tedious" constitutional Bill of Rights
stuff? And, what are swearwords anyway?
Well, they are exactly that-words. Remember

what your mommy taught you - sticks and
stones ... ?
Swearing is, after all, a matter of free
choice and personal taste. And, the fact is,
some are just better at it than others. Yes, there
are many among us who are, as a matter of
habit, just downright vulgar people, and whose
use of expletives never seems to enhance their
particular brand of communication, instead
often losing attention to the point of contention
they might be making. However, there are also
those by whom cursing is elevated to a genuine
art form. In the proper context, cursing can
often make a point in much more distinct and
rapid fashion ~an any phrase that is "cleanedup" so as not to offend individual sensitivities.
Is it unprofessional to curse in what
might otherwise be considered a professional
environment? I'd have to say that this is a
matter of personal opinion and clearly up
for debate. If there are any among you who
actually believe that you are going to enter
the professional world and never be subjected
to curse words, well - you're just kidding
yourselves, and you really ought to just wake
up and smell the coffee.
Swearing is simply part and parcel of the
human condition and has existed for as long as
language has been available. It is the centuriesold religious dogma and archaic puritan ideals
that's been trying to beat out of you much of
your fundamental humanity- including the use
of swearwords. If you really aren't capable of
mining the gold from another's communication
that might include a few expletives, well perhaps the problem is actually found not on
the part of the one using the expletives. Maybe,
the problem is yours. Let's all just get over it.
We've got much bigger fish to fry in life.

At the beginning of every semester,
my professors review the class syllabus to
ensure that my classmates and I know what
is expected of us. This expectation includes
how many absences we can afford, how many
assignments we will have and sometimes
how to act in class. This includes being
professional, being courteous, being respectful
to our peers and professor, and not being
disruptive. However, some professors tend
to define professionalism by these standards
with their class, but, then, not adhere to their
own rules like not using profane language in
the classroom.
Using foul language in the classroom
isn't such a "no-no" anymore. It could be
due to students' lack of respect for authority
or professors trying to relate to the generation
they are teaching. Or, maybe it's just that
some professors don't care about acting
professionally in class. Professors like to
tip-toe around the professionalism policy
and garner a few laughs from their students.
They'll insert a "damn" here and there to drill
in a point, or a Joke, and slip in a few words
that I don't need to spell out for you - and the
slipping in of a few more "choice words" is
where my problem lies.
I'm not trying to tattle on anyone or
get professor so-and-so in trouble. I'm just
trying to raise the issue of a double standard
for students and professors when it comes to
professionalism in the classroom. I'm all for
a few laughs. And sure, professors, go ahead
and insert a curse word or two into your lesson
plans, but don't explain to me how to manage
a company, the history of Sigmund Freud, or
how the digestive system works while you're
cursing every minute.

Professors are not just teaching students
Monday through Friday, they are at their job.
No matter who you're interacting with at your
job, you need to act like you are working. I've
never had a teacher tell me "curse words are
definitely OK to use when speaking with your
client," yet I've witnessed professors speak to
their students using curse words.
Some students may love that their
professor curses, some may think it's cool,
and some may think it goes with what they're
teaching. But, maybe if students realize
that professors are not practicing what they
preach, students will also realize that it's
really not so cool. It's more like the opposite
of professionalism.
To me, cursing makes professors look less
credible, less respectable, and less intelligent.
How can I respect a professor when they
act like a college student? Trying to make a
lesson plan more entertaining and interesting
does not mean they have to act the opposite of
a well-mannered and well-spoken individual.
However, if the use of foul language
is not to entertain students, but it's a part of
their language outside the classroom, then
those professors need to go back to school. If
a professor can't check himself or herself at ,
the classroom door, like we're supposed to do,
then they shouldn't be teaching.
Part of a professor's jcib is to release
students into the real world well-prepared.
Making students think it's OK to curse
in professional environments - such as
classrooms - might have the opposite effect
and get graduates fired the first time they open
their mouths on the job.

Dear airline passenger:
If your butt doesn't fit here, you'll
have to buy an extra seat
Orgi,nally published on 11 /8/11
By: Stephanie Fleming
Contnbuting Wnter
Southwest Airlines has been in the hot
seat lately about its newly enacted policy
regarding overweight passengers. If they can't
fit in the seat, they'll have to buy two tickets.
So now, next to the overhead bin example at
the entrance to the plane with a sign that asks
"Does your carry-on fit in here? If not you'll
have to check it," they should have a have a
typical seat with a sign that asks "Does your
butt fit in here? If not you'll have to buy
an extra ticket." I would not want to be an
employee trying to enforce this policy but that
doesn't make it wrong.
Airlines have weight limit guides they have
to follow. If my luggage weighs too much, I have

to pay extra. Why shouldn't the passenger who
weighs too much have to pay extra?
Furthermore, the airline is a business. If
you buy one seat, you get one seat. I've never
gone into a business and used two things and
expected to only pay for one. Why should an
airline be any different?
Besides, there are other passengers
to consider. The people who sit next to
overweight passengers. Why should they pay
for a full seat when they're only getting half
a seat? The other half has been taken by the
overflow of the overweight passenger next to
them.
I have sat uncomfortably next to an
overweight passenger before. I spent the entire
flight attempting to glue myself to the opposite
armrest so as not to become way too familiar

with my neighbor's fat rolls that 'had weaved
their way through the armrest and into my seat.
He, on the other hand, seemed to not care that he
was invading my territory. How is that fair to me
or anyone else that may be put in that situation?
I paid for a full seat and only got to use part of
it. And I didn't get a refund. Having him buy an
extra seat would have avoided that problem all
together.
I know it's expensive and I sympathize
with overweight people. I realize there are
people who have medical conditions that
cause them to gain weight. Not everyone is
overweight because they eat too much. But, as
unfortunate as it is, that is not the airline's fault
and not the fault of the other passengers. It's
just business. You pay for what you use.

Southwest Airlines passengers have been protesting the airline's
treatment of overwright passengers.
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Whythe
attendanc~ policy
keeps stuOents in
a playpen
·,

Orgi,nally published on I/ 17/ 12
By: Victoria Rajkum.ar
Arts & Entertainment Editor

other universities tend to not care whether or
not a student appears in class, which of course
means that their absence wouldn't affect their
grade. Students are typically gradecLon their
academic work. I think it's called, being treated like an, what's the word ... adult?
I think that as long as a student completes
their work it shouldn't matter if they have unexcused absences. Personally, if I were a professor
I would make it clear to the student from the getgo that their work is up to them to complete and
should they miss class it is his or hers duty to get
the notes, review the textbook or what have you.
Why else am I buying that $200 book?
To corrupt a student's final grade based
on their attendance when they have completed their assignments seems absurd to me.
Granted, this hasn't happened to me yet, but
the thought always haunts me. I hate it when
paranoia kicks in around finals and I have to
struggle to remember which days I missed and
pray they don't add up to "30 percent of your
grade will be deducted".
"It seems like you should just take online
classes then." Well, no, not necessarily. Not
every course is available online for one and I
really don't suggest students spend more time
glued to their laptops.
Having a student learn to be responsible
for their actions, their education and the quality of their work is invaluable and this childish
"absence/tardy" nonsense really needs to find
its way back to high school and die there.
Let the students handle their coursework,
manage their time and build themselves. Giving them penalties on anything other than their
assignments is not the way to go. It hinders the
student and ruins the whole college experience.
The idea is to "grow up", right? So let them.

.................................

Live.edu is making my job more difficult.

COURTESY OF GOODENOUGHMOTHER.COM

Orgi,nally published on IO/18/ 11
By: Stephanie Fleming

.C!?~.t~~~~~~{. ~~~~~ ............. .
It's no wonder they have to bribe students
to get them to switch to live.edu. Although, I
don't think the possibility of winning an Xbox
is worth the hassle of having to deal with
the complications caused by. this so-called
improved system. I already have an Xbox, so I
haven't switched. But that doesn't protect me
from the glitches and annoyances of the new
email system.
Just try to get a document from someone
that has switched. It creates its own file system
that no human can read. It converts everything
to something called winmail.dat. Now imagine
being on a deadline and waiting anxiously
for that one late story needed to complete the
week's issue. The email comes, and you're so
relieved. But then you go to open the document
and nothing. There goes the deadline. There
goes your sanity.
And that's only one story. I am the Arts
and Entertainment Editor at The Current and
the Copy Editor. Not only do I get stories sent
to me from writers who are writing for A&E but
I also get stories from all the other editors so
that I may copy edit them.
First, it is a huge annoyance to have to email
a writer, who is generously volunteering his or her
time, and tell them to resend the story from their
personal account Why should they have to do
such a thing? They are writing for NSU's studentrun newspaper. They should be able to send it

through their NSU email account.
Second, as a copy editor, I'm getting
documents from four other editors. One of the
most important things about copy editing is
opening and reading the documents that have
to be copy edited. Two of those editors have
switched to this brilliantly flawed new system.
So thanks live.edu for making my job more
difficult than it already was.
Why couldn't this switch have been done
over the summer? Isn't there enough to deal
with during the fall semester with midterms,
finals, jobs? A lot of students are new. Some
are starting new programs or new jobs on
campus. We don't need one more new thing
to learn, especially when it doesn't work
properly.
People who switch are like guinea
pigs. Like the people who buy the newest
electronic gadget the day it comes out before
the manufacturer has had the chance to work
out all the kinks. How do you think they find
out what those kinks are? The guinea pigs.
The people who camp out all night just to be
among the first to buy something new, only to
then be in the store every other day trying to
get it to work right.
No, thanks. I have enough to do already
which is already more difficult thanks to live.
edu. By the time the kinks are worked out, I
probably will have graduated.

Maybe it's me. Maybe it's just me never
getting to class on time and feeling like I'm
one panicked heartbeat away from yet another
tardy which turns into the inevitable "thirdstrike" unexcused absence. Weigh that on top
of the long walk of shame to your designated
desk at the front of the class and you have the
makings of a frustrated college student on the
verge of tears and a lowering grade.
We've all been there, being late to class
or just skipping because the "real world" grabs
you by the neck and drags you off campus
from time to time. Unfortunately for NSU students, it seems like we're a part of one of the
few universities who monitor our classroom
attendance like overbearing mothers.
Typically, there is a three-strikes-andyou' re-out rule embedded onto syllabi campus-wide regarding attendance. My question
is, why? I mean I understand you need to be
in class to learn but I have had my share of
classes where my presence within the classroom was well, unnecessary.
Think about it. Some professors are ordering a student to commute (yes, in this scenario the student is a commuter) x amount of
minutes/hours to get to campus, hunt for a
parking spot, and rush over to their class just
to sit mindlessly for an hour and 45 minutes
(or more, ever had a four hour class like this?)
watching the professor read off of a PowerPoint - which was mailed to the class earlier
that day. Ugh.
Rather than demand reimbursement for
their gas and time, the NSU student takes it all
in stride - before venting on Facebook. Many

Florida as paradise is an
overstatement
Orgi,nally published on 11 /I/ 11
By: Alyssa Sterkel
Features Editor
Florida is paradise. That's what my dad
always says. The weather is what brought him
here, like most people. However, the weather
is what's taking me away.
This summer it hit me. Florida is hot.
This state shouldn't be called the sunshine
state but rather the sunburn state. From May
to September, you can't walk outside without
wanting a shower. This hot, hot weather is
miserable, and it boggles me why people
choose to live in it.
I was born and raised in South Florida. I
experience heat year round, and I'm ready to
call it quits. I want four seasons - not two
seasons of hot and hotter.
I want to experience fall. I want to see the
leaves change colors and fall off the trees. I
want to start lugging out my boots from the

closet and wearing sweaters and scarves. I
want to walk outside in October and not sweat.
Instead, over a month after fall officially
begins, I say a prayer for a little cold front just
so I can wear my boots, scarves and sweaters,
at least once before the new year.
South Floridians can't go apple picking.
We can't watch the leaves tum orange, red and
yellow. We can't carve our pumpkins in the
beginning of October because fruit flies will
swarm like they've never eaten before. We
can't have bonfires without sweating because
it's still humid, muggy and warm. We can't go
sledding, skiing or snowboarding. We don't
drink coffee or hot chocolate because we
actually need to warm up. We don't huddle
around the fireplace for warmth. We can't
build snowmen in our front yards.
When "fall" does hit in December, that's
all we get - a little cold weather and then
back to the heat. All Floridians experience is

cold weather in a warm state. We can't do what
Northerners do because we have no snow, and
we can't do what Floridians do because it's not
warm enough. We're just stuck doing our same ·
old routine with more layers on.
Now, I realize I say all of this without
ever experiencing a Northern winter. When I
move and experience my first real cold front,
I will probably freeze my Floridian butt off. I
will probably complain that my face is too cold .''·
and I hate taking showers. However, I think I
will have more praise for Northern weather
than complaints.
I know I am a rare breed in Florida. Many
escape to this paradise, but once I graduate my
plan is to move far, far away. And hopefully,
one day, I can say I've experienced a white
Christmas.
COURTESY OF COURTESY OF TEQUESTA.ORG

Florida cannot be paradise ~ you have to build a sandman
because there's no snow for a snowman .
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Let's talk aboutVIP pal'king~· this time
Orginal{y published on 11 / 15/ 11

NSU: You only pay once for parking
and transpo_rtation costs, so stop
complaining
By: Dean Gabriel Williams
Contributing Wiiter

································································································
There is no denying that parking at NSU
is, at best, tazjng. This is primarily because
a vast majority of students commute to and
from campus, as opposed tp being residents of
the university.
As with all issues, it is important to compare and contrast parking issues here at NSU
with parking issues at other institutions of
higher learning. For this purpose, I will compare NSU with Florida International University. The reasons are simple: both of these institutions have a disproportionately large number
of commuter students, and I graduated from
FIU, so I've experienced both first-hand.
After comparing and contrasting the two
institutions, here are reasons why students at
NSU fare better with parking. NSU has more
than 28,000 students in attendance, 10,000 of
which attend the main campus, while FIU
has approximately 46,000 across its campuses.
What this means is that FIU has a disproportionately larger number of commuter students,
hence multiplying issues with on-campus
parking.
At NSU, parking decals are issued at no
additional cost to the student and only need to
be renewed once per year. At FIU, students
must pay for a parking decal, to the tune of
$86.50 for the academic school year, and an
additional $79.60 for the summer term.
In addition to the cost of the parking decal, FIU students pay a parking and transportation fee in excess of $80 per semester enrolled,
including the summer term. NSU students pay
no direct parking costs. They incur indirect
parking fees when tuition and fees are paid,
while an FIU student pays a direct parking
and transportation cost of $259.84 for one academic school year. FIU students enrolled in
the summer term directly incur an additional
$166.43 for parking costs . .
You're probably wondering: Why do FIU
students pay a parking and transportation fee, and
not just a parking fee? That's because the cost of
campus transportation is directly subsidized by
FIU students. There is a shuttle that transports
students around campus, at no cost. Because,
however, FIU has two primary campuses, the
university facilitates the Golden Panther Express

between campuses, at a cost of $2.50 one way.
This means that a student living at one
campus and taking classes at another pays a
cost of $5 for each trip. It is important to note
that FIU does not offer shuttle service to off
campus locations. In contrast, at NSU, the
shuttle is a free service that takes students to
locations both on and off campus.
Now, many of you will argue that students at NSU pay considerably more than students at FIU for tuition. There are, however,
two things that you should keep in mind when
it comes to the cost of your education.
First, just because you pay an amount for
tuition and fees does not mean that you have paid
for the full cost of your education. The full cost
of attendance at private institutions is a combination of tuition and fee payments and endowments, while the full cost of attendance at public
institutions is a combination of tuition and fee
payments, endowments, and state funding.
Second, and more importantly, when
you pay your tuition and fees, you not only
contribute to the cost of compensating your
professors, but you also contribute to the cost
of compensating staff and administrators, the
cost of campus services and activities, as well
as the cost of the maintenance and expansion
of the institution's facilities.
So, in essence, NSU students pay for
parking and transportation costs once. By contrast, FIU students pay for parking and transportation costs three times - once when they
pay tuition, once when they pay their parking
and transportation fees and again when they
pay for their parking decals.
The issue of parking is not unique to
NSU or FIU; it's an issue that everyone living
in the South Florida megalopolis has to deal
with. Whether you're at a shopping mall, at
work or attending an event, parking in south
Florida, simply put, is a mess.
But NSU students should at least be
thankful that their parking problems are not
being compounded by additional and direct
parking and transportation costs. That, more
than anything, would make the situation more
irritating and unbearable than it perhaps already is for some students.
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Students should be the VIPs at this
university
By: Victoria RajkUD1ar
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Is it just me, or does it seem
like we, students, find ourselves
begging for parking spots
more than we do for
water, sustenance and
better grades? I mean,
we give up our
sleep, personal time
and,
sometimes,
even our dignity
in the pursuit of a
parking spot that
isn't halfway across
the universe from
class.
If that's not bad
enough, nothing upsets
me more than leaving
my house hours before I'm
scheduled to be in class (I live
only 20 minutes away), braving the
congestion and havoc of 1-95 traffic, arriving
30. minutes before class just to be told,
"Hey, you can't park here" (in a parking lot
some part of my tuition went into, I'm sure)
because there's an "event" going on and only
"VIP members" have access to its luxurious
exclusiveness.
I'll admit that I'm a person of very little
patience. But, rather than bludgeon the rude
security officer with her "too-bad-so-sad"
attitude, I take the long winding route to
Parker, find a crappy leftover parking space
(on the fourth floor no less) and sprint back to
the UC, now 10 minutes late for class.
I know NSU students have it better than
most Florida universities when it comes to
parking. However, at NSU we have our own set
of issues that need to be addressed- especially
considering how much our tuition is.
Somebody at a town hall meeting once
said that there is a parking spot for every
student on this campus, but it may not always
be where he or she wants it to be, or something
to that effect. I find two things very wrong
with this. First of all, it's a bit obnoxious to
say that, especially when we are all paying for

NT
these "privileges"
and then wind up
having them revoked out from under us to
convenience someone who · doesn't even
attend NSU.
Secondly, when these magical events
are held, parking obviously decreases, so that
ideal "there's a parking spot for every student"
theory goes flying right out of the hypocritical
window. It's like they're putting others'
convenience over the students who actually
pay money to go to this school.
Here's a suggestion. Stay away from the
Mailman parking lot and utilize the Parker
garage. There's always at least one spot left.
Designate outsiders to occupy the first floor
(I'd suggest sending them to the fourth floor but
from my Kevin Hart show experience, they just
can't handle the exiting process).
Stop stealing our parking spaces. I mean
it. There are only so many hours in the day
and I don't intend to waste them patrolling
each lot in this school just to hustle over to a
55-minute class and get reprimanded for my
unavoidable tardiness.

Commuter students deserve
the1r
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Orginal{y published on 2/28/12
By:DavisYahn
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Ask any commuter, any· real
commute,, what they want most. Most
are asking for a nice quiet place to put
their feet up, charge their laptop and
relax - a lounge, an area set aside for
the students who don't live on or near
campus to relax ahd hang out during
the day.
The Commuter Student Organization was the first organization I participated in when I came to NSU. It is
great to be able to voice my gripes and
glories with like-minded individuals
who share the same experience of living off campus.
I really appreciate the executive

board of CSO. They work their fins off
furn; and support the group. B"' the
one gripe I do have is that the Commuter Student Lounge is being built next year.
I think next year is not soon ·
enough. Some sort of temporary action
should be taken to accommodate the
commuter students in a central facility
that features amenities to properly satisfy the needs of commuter students.
I am glad that we will soon join
the ranks of other schools like Barry
University and St. Leo University who
already have established commuter
student lounges, but like a present-

starved kid on Christmas Eve, I cannot
wait fornext yeadornudounge.
I'll be here next year and, hopefully, will be able to enjoy the new
lounge (unless it is finished at the end
of next year like I am theorizing). So I
should be patient, right? The problem
is that a substantial· amount of students in CSO will graduate this year
and they deserve some sort of lounge
or temporary area now; an area where
students can receive similar services
like Barry's commuter lounge. Features like a refrigerator, microwave,
public and private study areas and access to magazines and journals are just
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An ideal commuter lounge at the University of North Carolina.

some of the features what many CSO
members agree we need now.
NSU is not, and will, hopefully,
never be like Barry or St. Leo. But, I

think if there is one thing we can learn
from them - it's that commuter students need a lounge and it is too essential to wait for.
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High oil prices ache the head
"
and the wallet
·,

Orgi,nally published on 3 / 13/ 12
By: Davis Yahn
Opinions Editor

Bad news: gas prices are
projected to reach $5 this summer.
A recent article by the New York
Times has confirmed everyone's
worst fears.
People will likely lose their
minds in panic as they suddenly
realize that driving has become
reserved for the rich and famous.
Others will get into their Toyota
Prius, Honda ·Insight or other
snooty hybrid and continue life as
they normally would. But the rest
of us will be stuck at home cursing
the oil companies.
You might as well just save
your breath this summer because this
gas problem is complicated.
You may be thinking, "The
Middle East doesn't like us so gas is
up a thousand dollars." No, it turns out
that the predicted summer increase is
likely going to be very similar to the
gas price increase of 2008. Some of
you might be too young to remember
(get it together, freshmen) so I'll give
you a brief history.
From January through March
2008, two men and a trading company
bought, in total, 6.3 million barrels
of oil (84 percent of oil available
for delivery in April 2011) to create

...

"-,

an impression of a shortage on the
New York Mercantile Exchange,
and thus, to increase the price of
oil. Then when prices were sky
high, the company, Parnon Energy,
a U.S. oil trader and its affiliates,
Arcadia Energy (Suisse) and Arcadia
Petroleum (UK), sold their contracts
making more than $50 million.
This market manipulation
was revealed last summer in an
investigation by the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission. The
CFTC also found that 81 percent
of all oil contracts are owned by
financial institutions and 19 percent
by companies that actually take
control of the oil, compared to 1990
when financial companies made
up 30 percent and when gas was
99 cents a gallon. So it seems that
the two rouges, James T. Dyer and
Nicolas J. Wildgoose, had found a
loophole that many financial firms
were aware of and took advantage of
it, making record profits.
Fast
forward
to
2010
when President Barack Obama
implemented the Dodd-Frank, an
act to help our economy recover
from the recession, which basically
ended oil speculation by financial
institutions and left the CFTC in
charge of regulating future oil

speculation contracts. The CFTC
then determined that companies
should still be able to buy oil but just
at a smaller scale - 5 percent of the
total available supply. This allowed
companies to still make profits and
stabilize the market but anyone who
understands basic math would figure
that if 81 different companies each
own 5 percent of all the oil, there
would be a problem.
But that isn't the biggest
problem - the 5 percent wasn't
definite. When the bill was passed
it seems that most people didn't
read it because it stated that the 5
percent wasn't set in stone. A lot of
big companies like Goldman Sachs
figured this out and lobbied to get
the CFTC to change the law and
increase the ownership percentage.
The new proposal from the CFTC
was 25 percent.
Commissioner of the CFTC,
Bart Chilton, said last October,
"There's nothing wrong with
speculators. It's when it begins to
get excessive. We've seen where you
can have 30, 35, 40 percent plus in
some markets with just one trader
holding onto that concentration. That
can impact markets."
So 30 is too much but 25 is just
right? This reminds me of the film

COURTESY OF A RIZONAFOOTHILLSMAGAZINE.COM

Gas prices are projected to reach $5 this summer.

"The Producers." Gene Wilider and
Zoe Mostel sell the rights to a play
to different investors who all think
they own the play. They oversell
the play 250 times over and then
try to escape with the profits. Well
that is what seems like is going on.
The U.S. government is selling the
rights to our oil to a bunch of greedy
financial firms who then make us
watch their crappy play as they and
the government exit stage right with

our money.
Speeding costs 5 percent more
gas for every ten more miles of
velocity. It may not seem like it but
that adds up and costs you in the
end. The same cart be said for Wall
Street. It costs us when people make
greedy financial decisions. In the
end we all have to pay. Make the
firms who getting rich off the backs
of Americans pay - not the other
way around.
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Since 1995, we've defended over half a million
drivers. And with our 97% * success rate, you
may not even see an increase in your insurance. And
the best part is, we aren't allowed to tell
your parents.

• No Points mYou:r Money Bae~**
• Free Consultation:with an·'A ttorney
• We will go to court on yom behalf
*Our success rate is based on tickets defended
from 2007-2011 that did not receive points.
**Noncriminal infractions only. Plus court costs,
if any.

UngeriKowitt~
.· · traffic law

*****

CONT.ACT:
(866) 537·~1012 .
UN'G ERANDKOWITT.COM
CONNECT:

f

~

You ·

ID

We have offices in Miami, North Miami Beach, Plantation and Margate.
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Dear NSU students:
Want change? · , e change!
·,

·-." '~

Original(y published on 3 / 2 0/ 12
By: D e an Gabriel Williams

Contributing Writer
When I transferred here last
;1ear from FIU, I was disappointed
:o find that students here didn't hold
;tudent involvement and student
leadership in a high regard. As I
began to become involved at NSU,
I learned more about the university
ystem and began to understand
he uniqueness of the NSU student
experience. Here are six conclusions
,hat I have reached in my two
~emesters of being a Shark:
First,
many students and
1dministrators often talk about the lack
of a university identity. There is much
conversation about how to create a
university identity, but the solution is
more obvious than many would like
to admit: the formation of one unified
student government. While many may
oppose it, one SGA would not only
unify NSU into a collective student
body, but provide for an effective and
efficient system of student advocacy
and governance. The current system is
ineffective and even more bureaucratic
than a one SGA proposal because it not
only defragments the student body of
NSU, but defragments the way students
get their issues and desires heard.
Second, student empowerment
at NSU is lacking. Despite what
many might think and feel, the
students are the highest stakeholders
of NSU; if the university succeeds,
the students reap the most benefits.
If the university fails to achieve
success, students stand to lose the
most. There should be a student
trustee on the Board of Trustees
and student representatives on
university-wide committees, all with
full voting power and authority. A
student body that is empowered is
0

COURTESY OF BURNETTS.COM

NSU students should exhibit more Shark Pride by gettng involved and making positive changes to the university.

directly equitable to a student body
that understands and embraces its
role within the university community.
Third, as service-fee paying
students, the student body, through
its student government officials,
should be allowed to allocate the
entire collective student services
fee. If the secretary of treasury
were to take the power away from
your elected leaders in congress
to write the budget of the federal
government and do it without their
input, people would be protesting
and making a big fuss. In the same
manner, students need to realize
that the power to allocate the entire
student services fee should rest with
the students. This is a fee that we
pay to ensure that we have adequate
student services on campus, and it is
only fitting that our elected student
government officials have the power

lillev\

and authority to allocate the full fee,
as collected by the university.
Fourth, the Greek community
at NSU needs to advance itself. I
went Greek as an undergraduate
and it disappoints me when I talk
to non-Greek students at NSU
about the Greek experience, and
their response is that "there is no
compelling reason for me to go
Greek," or "why would I want to
go Greek, that's just a club." What
these comments say to me are two
things: first, that the objective of
Greek life isn' t understood at NSU,
and second, that Greeks at NSU
have not made enough of an effort
to really impart upon the student
body what Brotherhood and
Sisterhood means. It's more than
just people who wear letters, and
it's definitely not people who pay
to have friends per semester. It's

0

truly an experience that gives you a
ritual that you use as a blueprint to
guide you through all obstacles that
you will encounter in life and assist
you in achieving success. Greek
life has a prominent role in student
life at any college, and Greeks at
NSU need to find ways to work
within the confines of the current
system to not only demonstrate that
they can meet the expectations, but
exceed them as well.
Fifth, there is a pattern at NSU
to make decisions for the future of
student life based off the past. The
truth is that student life at NSU is
growing and is on its way to becoming
comparable to its counterparts in the
state. It is impossible, for example,
to believe that the undergraduate
SGA could serve more students
with $100,000, when student life
has expanded drastically in the past

e

two years. Reliance on historical
information should be used as a
starting point, but audits and forecasts
should be heavily relied on to make
accurate decisions about all areas of
student life.
Lastly,
students need to
understand that the real and true
power to · change the studente
experience at NSU rests with
students. Apathy and complacency
seems to be the norm amongst the
student body. When I first came to
NSU, I complained a lot about student
life, but I also invested in the student
body by getting involved and finding
out how I can bring about the changes
that I want to see at NSU. And after
two semesters, I can honestly say that
I have made exactly the impact that I
wanted to make. I can only hope that
members of the student body read this
and decide to do the same .

•
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STUEYs & Shocks: Something to be
learned for all

This year's Student Life
Achievement
Awards
event,
STUEYs, as it is commonly denoted,
was an extraordinary presentation.
For those who have attended previous
STUEYs you could probably detect a
shifting of the program's design and
accountability to more of a student
base. In summary, it appears to be a
very good move.
Under the spirited guidance of
our University's sixth President, Dr.
George Hanbury II and in the presence
of our fifth, Dr. Ray Ferrero Jr., those
in attendance shared in an energetic
event that honored those people and
organizations who connect with this
campus year around. If you didn't
come to this event please reflect upon

your reason(s). In actuality, this event
should be budgeted to be held in the
Don Taft University Center where
2000 of us can experience the evening.
Each year, I enjoy seeing
our well-dressed undergraduates
participating in this prograrri.
This year I personally noticed an
increased level in overall maturity
from the undergraduates from ·
several perspectives. I learned the
specific backgrounds of some of the
off campus organizations that were
up for STUEYs. I saw them work
and enjoy the entire event.
If they or their group lost or
won, they didn't leave the building

- as a few others did. They were
engrained in the spirit of the event
from the 5 o'clock festival to the
post program desserts. And so they
get my personal vote for "STUEY"
for the evening. With a little help
from their friends (see below) our
undergraduates will handle this
event very nicely in the future.
And their friends are those who
go unnoticed for the most part. These
folks love working with the students
in constructing what I believe is our
best NSU internal event every year.
You have: Executive Producer Hebe
Shaw, Producers Brad Williams and
Mark Schuknecht, Artistic Stage

Directors Jane and Mark Duncan,
Musical Supervisor Bill Adams
and Chris Mohall as the voice
of STUEY. Of course you have
the dedicated many who are our
executive and technical assistants,
hosts and volunteers and committee
nomination members.
For those who didn't come but
would have if they thought more
about it, shame on you. You missed
a classy event that was dedicated to
our achievements at NSU. You could
have shared in the joys with your
fellow workers/students and still
been home by 8 p.m.
For those who do not care for

attending events that highlight and
promote our University (as the
Student Life Achievement Awards
do), please re-examine your spirit
and challenge yourself to get
connected with our campus. You
are missing a great opportunity to
share and witness our students, staff,
faculty, administrators, alumni and
corporate partners coming together
at one distinctive gathering. Then
again, we do have to feed the sharks
somebody.
Sincerely,
Carsten Evans, Ph.D.
Dean, Continuing Education
College of Pharmacy
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FACE OFF

21ST CENTURY DATING
~·

Orginal!J published 2/ 7/ 12

Social network profile browsing ·--",--,_Ihe screening process
'
causes the destruction of courtship
has never been easier
By: Dean Gabriel Williams
Contributing Writer
Sarah Palin really can see Russia from her house, if she uses Google
Maps. As a matter of fact, she can
see streets, avenues, highways and
backyards in _Russia from her house
because the application allows one
to zoom in on various locales. And
while prospective employers hold
professional and academic references
in high regard, they're also checking
your Facebook and Twitter posts to
see how well you write, and even further, what your views are on the issues
of the day. They're also screening
your Facebook pictures for drunkenness and other forms of debauchery.
And for just $20/month, you too can
investigate anyone's background on a
number of investigation-based websites. But should you?
The age of easy access to information has created a curiosity to know
as much about someone before wt> actually meet them in person. And no-

ter, Linkedln and YouTube, getting
level of communication and engagement. Dating and relationships were
to know someone has become more
efficient. These mechanisms, howonce almost something like art. The
mystery and the intrigue often fueled
ever, were not meant to repface but
the elegance that is love.
rather to compliment the;ti'aditional
Nowadays, there is no mystery,
means of human interaction. While
no intrigue, no sophisticated level of
I don't doubt that there. are benefits
communication and engagement, and
to using these sites to ensure that
certainly, nothing even similar to art.
the individual you're about to go on
If you don't believe me, consider this:
a date with tomorrow or 'next week
An article entitled "Google or not to
hasn't been convicted of a heinous
Google before your first date" in the · crime, what you should remember is
January Issue of "Resident Assistant
that it is superficial to judge someone
Magazine," noted that 43 percent of
with whom you could possibly spend
single adults don't-mrn.J! "sacrifi9Ug ._.,y..9ur life based on pictures and posts
a little spontaneity'.' in order to know
on Facebook and their Tweets.
.
more ~)>fut their potential dates,
If you' re~
ab.outdating
while 88 percent "wouldn't be ofand even marriage, discovery-through
fended if their date used the web to
social networking is definitely not the
learn ~o;~about them before a date."
way to go. You're better off taking
Most shockirigis thi_"faq
.that 70 perthe time to get to know someone sub........-. ._
.'
cent of women and 63 percent ormen
stantively than by judging the book
admitted to "Googling" their potential
by its cover. What you don't want, is
partners before a date.
to make judgments about a potential
And many people wonder why,
mate baseJ on relatively superficial
as reported by nationmaster.com (a
informati~ that you discover on son~
site for researching facts and
cial ,ne~ ~rking sites and then have
J1-0i#judgments about the stability of
the relationship be clouded by said superficial information.
Relationships are investments,
not only in your future, but the future
of your partner. They are commitments between people that should be
treated with respect, and not subject
to the mundane nature that is social
networking.

-
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By: Victoria Rajkwnar
Arts & Entertainment Editor
There are ~ome freaks out there
- both in the positive and negative
sense. Granted, I have been out of the
dating scene for nearly six years, but
I still manage to catch unfortunate
dating horror stories from my single
buddies. The best part of the whole
tedious experience of going through
step-by-step of what went wrong on
what was supposed to be a "magical
eyening" is the inevitable roar,....of
b,i9,.
laughter that follows onceJ,suggest
pulling up the l;1ser-in-question's
Facebook P,age1
"' ..,.
'
Ladies ant(' gentlemen, everyone.
knows that in ordertti make an informed
decision (about anything, really) you
have to do research. Otherwise, you're
just a blind, muve sap on the verge of
yet another bad experience.
Why should dating be any
different? I want to know if you're
a psycho with too many cats, each
named after a past lover, or if you
have an obvious drinking problem
and hit the clubs every night in
search of booty. And what I'm really
looking for is if that date-to-be has
enough common sense to not display
himself in a negative light when the
world has him at its fingertips.
Stalking? Depends on how much
you refresh their page and just how
well you know their daily schedule

(gym at 6 p.m. at LA Fitness? That

~e~ they're wearing the blue sports
bra today!). I'm not a stalker, and I am
not promtJting such a pitiful quality.
But hey, check out who you're about
to embark on a date with before hitting
the town. It's only good advice. I
·~
don't see r_hy checking someone's
Facebook or Twitter or Googling them
is sucltf hot button issue - like it or
not,; our information is out there for
tfie world to see.
I don't believe in blind dates.
That's just asking for trouble, and
you never know just how sick of a
sense of humor your friends may
hav~ '-o
- r w)lich one of them is out

.,.

two years ago.
Sometimes drawing you-knowwhats on your .. drunken compadre's
face can land you in dating hell. I've
seen it happen (and laughed), and I
am giving my most sincere advice,
free of charge no less. Please, do your
research this Valentine's Day and
avoid wasting your time,. money and
hopeful affections on someone who
may very well throw your lifeless
body in a ditch somewhere. Nah!
But seriously, do your research
and go out there prepared, informed
and ready to enjoy a night on the
town without having to dread the
next-day phone call.

Where on God's green earth are
NSU's recycling bins?

Orginal!J published on 10/25/11
By: _F atunaAbdihakim
Contributing Writer

Picture yourself eating at
the University Center with a few
friends/enemies/frienemies. You're
all laughing and stuffing your faces,
having a grand old ?me. Soon, all
of you get finished with said face
stuffing and then dump your drink
containers and assorted wrappers
into the trash, while you decide to
be a bit more eco-friendly that day.
You take your trash and walk around
looking for a recycle bin, but you
can't find it.
You walk 'round and around the
place - somehow passing Subway
more times than you should have to
due to a wormhole that Jared Fogle
must have had something to do with
- but no recycle bins. So what's a
naturally lazy college student to do?
Best thing you can do is give up on
your quest to rack up on some karma
points before finals week and deposit
your trash into the nearest bin. Little did you know, a poor,

lonely, underused recycle bin was
this entire campus and let me tell
lurking just behind the stairs that
you, they are not within lethargic .
lead to the RecPlex. Actually there
shuffling distance.
are a couple of bins just up ahead
Ignoring the discovery that
near the Flight Deck, but hey, details.
there are some people who actually
Let's face it. If college students
get annoyed when they can't recycle
were any lazier, we'd all have spider
(isn't that precious?), the school
webs being constructed under our
has to realize that there is a serious
arms and badgers procreating at our
problem with the lack of noticeable
feet. Recycling isn't exactly at the
recycle bins on campus.
top of our priorities; we're all too
I'd bet that there are plenty
busy being dead inside.
more than five recycle bins around
However, there are some greenhere (wouldn't bet anything big,
conscious youths (ethically, I'm not
like my computer. Maybe my pen),
allowed to call them "tree huggers,"
but they' re strategically placed all
but you all know who I'm talking
around campus so that only the most
about) around campus who would like · worthy hippies who have braved the
to recycle when they can. There are
harsh deserts and frozen wastelands
also some average students who, once
can use them. How, pray tell, is that
in the while, when Jupiter and Mars
fair to the trees?
align just right, can be bothered to use
Hell, I wouldn't even care that
the proper receptacles for their trash.
much about the lack of bins if they
But where on God's green earth
were even used correctly when seen.
are the recycle bins? Point a gun
You bend down and take a peek at
at my head and, after I get through
any bin around, and you'll see plastic
with my undignified sobbing, I can
bottles where there ought to be only
think of only five recycle bins on
paper and vice versa. Now, normally

I'm not this anal about
recycling, but my mother's
on this weird "go green"
kick and I'm stuck sorting
through trash until she
gets down (which will
probably never happen,
so you're stuck with me).
One student told ,·me
the reason that people don't
recycle is because there are
places in the school where
there are only recycle bins and
not trash cans, so people throw
trash in the recycle bins.
Are you picking up
what I'm putting down?
NSU needs more recycle
bins, .and if they have to get
giant neon signs that flash
and have Razor hold them
up while he · does an Irish
jig for students to notice
them, then so be it.
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Decorating your dorm roo'
Origi,nal/y published on 11 /06/11
By: Alyssa Sterkel

"

Features Editor
...................................

Bedazzled wooden letter

Whether you live on or off campus, your room is your home away
from home. It's your space and you can decorate it however you want. But
for college students decorating your room may be a bit of a challenge. If
you're living off credit cards, money is probably not your best friend and
decorating your room costs money. Here are a few Do-It-Yourself tricks
to help you decorate your dorm room without needing to call mommy
and daddy or having to get an extra job.

What you need:
Wooden Letter
Jewels
Tacky glue

If you love the first letter of your name and love everything
sparkly, try your hand at decorating a wooden letter. This craft is all
about decorating to your heart's content. Glue the sparkly jewels of
every color, shape and size on the wooden letter and overtop of each
other to make sure it is as bedazzled as it can be. Place the letter on
your wall, door or table and your room will feel much more glittery.

Twine your pictures

.. .. ... .. .. ... . .. ........ .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .......... .. .. .. ... . ... .. ... . .. ... .. .. ..; ................................................. .......... .
~

Picture in a mason jar
What you need:
Amason jar
Olive oil (or any type of oil)
Vertical picture

What you need:
Twine
Tape/Sticky tack
Pictures
Clothes Pins

If your wall is looking a little bare and you're
at a loss for how to d~corate it, use this vintage way
to display pictures. Attach pictures to a long piece of
twine with the clothes pins and tape or sticky tack h
to the wall. If you want to create a more vintage feel
to your pictures, you can edit the effects and change
them to black and white or sepia.

If you're looking for an easy and creative way to
display pictures, try this. Place the picture in the mason
jar and fill it with the olive oil. Twist on the lid and
"voila" you have a creative way to display pictures. You
can add ribbon to the top, fill the jar with flowers or
buttons, or paint the lid. This is also a fun gift for family
and friends .

How to "walk-on" to
an NSU sports teaOriginal/y Published on 11/15/11
By: Alyssa Sterkel
Features Ediwr
For some students, the college
experience is not just about
earning a degree and socializing
with friends but about the lessons
learned from being on a sports
team. Most athletes are recruited
in high school. However, NSU's
sports teams also accept walk-ons.
If you want to try out and become a
walk-on, it is- a simple process.
B. Keith Smith, assistant
athletic . director, said the first
step a student needs to take is to
register with the NCAA eligibility
center at https://webl.ncaa.org/
eligibilitycenter/common/ and get
cleared by the NCAA.
"The eligibility center asks
for general information and makes
sure you've taken and passed all
the proper courses in high school,
that you're an amateur athlete
and that you haven't competed at
a professional level before," said
Smith.
The next step, he said, is
contacting the coach of the sports
team you are interested in directly
to find out when he or she is holding
try-outs.

Smith said, "Usually coaches
will have a try-out weekend and
open it up for students to come in
and display their skills to see if
they're good enough to be picked
for a team."
Bryan Hagopian, cross country
and track and field head coach,
said walk-ons are an important
aspect to a team because athletes
are sometimes overlooked in high
school or they don't peak until
the end of their senior year, ~ nd
by that time coaches have already
distributed scholarships.
"I like walk-ons because it
gives them an opportunity to show
what they have. I always keep an
extra couple of dollars just for walkons, and when they succeed, which
they usually do, we can help them
with financial aid," he said.
Angela Kuhar, freshman dual
admit occupational therapy major,
said, "I always wanted to try out,
and I was put in a situation where I
ended up getting injured and I didn't
think I would be able to run track in
college. This past summer, I finally
got cleared. So being able to walkon without a scholarship was so nice

because it allowed me to do what I
really wanted to do."
Students can also try out before
they are cleared by the NCAA, but
they only have a 45 day window
to get cleared. Smith said they can
practice with the team but cannot
participate in competitions.
Devir Galindo,
freshman
athletic training major, is still in the
two month training process for track
and field, but said it is worth it.
"I just started running track
and field in my junior year, and I
didn't get good at it until my senior
year so I never had the opportunity
to get scouted. Since coming to
Nova, being able to be accepted as
a walk-on and being able to prove
myself to my team was a wonderful
opportunity. The process is long and
it's hard, but if you're a committed
student athlete, you'll go through
the process and it will pay off."
Kuhar said, "You really have
nothing to lose if you try out. If it's
what you want to do and you make
the team, then that's a wonderful
opportunity that you took advantage
of. If you don't make the team,
that's the worst that there is."

Feeling
blue? Join
the legion
Original/y published on 11 / 13/ 11
By: Kevin Preciado
Sports Editor
....................................
If plan on attending an NSU
home soccer match in the future,
get ready to feel the electricity and
passion in the stands. The source of
that energy comes from the Blue Legion, a group of hardcore fans who
attend every home game and some
road games for both,the men's and
women's soccer teams. They were
founded in 2010. by junior business
major, Mike Straus, and senior biology major, Mike Wiemicki.
The two came up with the idea
after watching the 2010 World Cup.
They said they saw the love fans had
for the game of soccer and wanted to
bring that same passion to NSU.
"[The mission] is [to] change
the sports fan culture here at Nova,
and try to help the players as much
as we can," said Straus.
Soccer players said the Blue
Legion has enhanced their playing
experience.
Redshirt Freshman Forward,
James Pucci said he appreciates
what the group does.

"[I love] that they support [us]
so much, even if the team is playing
good or bad," said Pucci.
Mike Wiemicki said, "[The
players] seem to love us a lot.
They've shown their appreciation
through Facebook, and actually
[gave us] a shout out on RadioX during an interview."
The Blue Legion has its own
chants, flag, and even a mascot, the
Blue Man.
"We can't reveal his identity;
it's kind of the essence of the Blue
Man. He definitely helps us get the
crowd pumped up," said Straus.
Straus said anyone can be a
part of the Blue Legion. The only
requirements are being passionate
about NSU sports and attending the
soccer games.
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NSU
~eeling stressed? It's time to
join the lle"7 student support Rivalries
'
group

Originally published on O1/31 / 12
By: Alyssa Sterkel
Features
Editor
...................................

Students for Stress Resilience,
an organization that originated in the
Center for Psychological Studies,
recently added another facet to their
organization - a student support
group.
Felisha Garcia, third-year
student in the clinical psychology
doctoral program and president of
the organization, said the support
group is a way to reach out to their
peers from every NSU college.
"It's another component of
helping people who may not be
familiar with the psychology tips
that we learn. It's not a therapy
group. It's easygoing and about
sharing," she said.
Scott Leydig, third-year student
in the clinical psychology doctoral
program and director of events, is
one of the facilitators for the support
groups. The first group met on Jan.
13 and Leydig said it went well.
"It's about doing things better
and learning skills. It's just a
supportive atmosphere and it's very
confidential. It might be intimidating
for them to come if they think its
therapy. It's really not. It's about
being involved in a group and
feeling supported. Nothing leaves
the circle," said Leydig.
The desire to have students
feel supported is what led Garcia to
start Students for ·stress Resilience
in November 2010. She worked in

the graduate office in the Center for
Psychological Studies and said she
saw the effects of stress.
"The only thing students were
complaining about is that they
weren't feeling supported. I realized
this was so simple to fix, but no one
was paying attention to the fact that
no one was supporting the students.
Everyone is in the same boat and you
don't need to overwhelm yourself,"
she said.
Thuong Truong, third-year
student in the clinical psychology
doctoral program and director of
communications, said, "We actually
did our research before we started
our organization. We couldn't find
anything in the nation similar to this.
· This group is all about giving back.
We're taking care of the students
- their mental needs and their
emotional needs. We're providing
that support."
The group motto is, "While you
take care of others, we take care of
you!"
The organization meetings are
held twice a month in the Center
for Psychological Studies from 12
p.m. - 1 p.m. on Thursdays. The
first 30 minutes consists of educating
the students. Garcia said they have
speakers come in to address topics
related to stress - like physical
stress, how to. eat better and the
importance of exercising.
During the last 30 minutes,

they show a comedy TV show, like
"The Office" or "America's Funni_e~t
'~
Home Videos."
"We try to create a nice,
relaxing and fun environment. Either
people are coming .out for the food,
the speaker or the show. So, we try
to make sure our meetings always
have that format for every reason
why people show up. We want that
consistency," said Garcia.
The organization also ensures
that their members feel supported
outside of that hour every two
weeks. Leydig said they provide care
packages for students if they're sick
and send birthday greetings to the
members.
"It's the little things that put
a smile on their face. It can change
their mood for the rest of the day," he
said.
The organization also wants
people to know they're not against
stress because stress is a part of
every day life. Garcia said the club
addresses extreme stress, when
students aren't handling it well.
"We're not taking your stress
away. We're building your resilience
to make sure you can deal with it
better the next time because you will
have stress again," she said.
The student support group meets
biweekly on Fridays. If you want to
learn more about the organization
email Garcia at StressResiliencelO@
gmail.com
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By: Kevin Preciado
Sports Editor

..... ...................

Yankees and Red Sox. Real
Madrid and Barcelona. Lakers and
Celtics. These are just a few of the
greatest rivalries this world has come
to know and love.
When it comes to NSU Athletics,
who would be considered our "rival?"
Well, the answer is contingent on the
sport, and it can change from one year
to the next.
A survey was conducted with 16
of the 17 head coaches at NSU. They
were asked which teams were their
biggest rival this past season.

Barry University came away
with the most votes, while Florida
Southern and the rest of the Sunshine
State Conference tied for second.
What components must exist
for their to be a rivalry? Head coach
for men's soccer, Giuseppe DePalo,
believed both teams needed to have a
certain level of success for it to be a
true rivalry. ·
"I would define it as a game with
historical significance. Teams [that]
have a lot of tradition with each other,
and are often in proximity of one
another," said DePalo.
Senior center for men's
basketball, Robert Huntington, . said
the team's rivalry with Barry has
produced the most exciting games.
Five of the last six meetings were
decided by two points or less, and
Huntington has hit two game-winning
shots in those matchups. He said ·
rivalries give the team a sense of unity
before and during the games.
"There's a real feeling of family
where you're more than willing to
put everything on the line for your
teammates, and that's something I
am definitely going to miss," said
Huntington.
DePalo said he doesn't treat
a rivalry game any differently.
However, he acknowledged that the
players are more excited and don't
need any extra motivation for it.
DePalo said there is an extra
satisfaction in defeating a rival,
and rivalry games do carry greater
significance than other matchups.
"There's· a lot more at stake,"
said DePalo. "I mean your reputation
in the area, your name. You never
want to lose a game that could impact,
in our case, in the case of college
athletics, your recruiting. You lose to
a rival, it could affect you for a year,
two years, three years."

Become a Florida Supreme Court Certified Family Mediator
Special Offer: $875. Regularly $995.
ACT NOW: 5-day program- Nov. 4-6 & 12-13, 2012 (limited seats)
U.S. News & World Report listed "MEDIATOR" as among the "Best Careers" for the last 3yearsl
•

Proudly display your Florida Supreme Court Certificate and add to your resume!

•

Receive continuing credit for professional development ! Add to your current career!

•

Start an exciting career as a mediator! Learn how to effectively mediate conflict !

Join us on facebook far excitingprogram details and offers

Mediation County Certification Training Program

at NSU (Ft. Lauderdale, FL)
ACT NOW: October 18-20, 2012 (limited seats)
Become a Florida Supreme Court Certified County Mediator. Take our 3-Day
Professional Program (Requires HS diploma or GED & be of 21 years of age)
Act Now! ($445) OR 5 people group rate $425 each.
Perfect for students across fields-Law, Business, Mental Health,
Family Therapy, Education, CriminalJustice, Healthcare ... etc.
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provide
students
with
the
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opportunity to expand on what is By: ~e3:11 Ga~nel Willianis
learned in the classroom in a more .(lql)f'fJPJt.tl:'!!1.J:1:'ry,~ . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . .
personal setting with other students
within their major. Academic
Involvement is an important aspect of a student's life at NSU. Your college experience should be more
and educational student clubs
than just attending classes and studying. Below are a list of the types of students clubs and organizations NSU
and organizations also provide
offers.
opportunities for students to
work with instructors on research
projects,
attend
conferences
~.~- ~

Social Greek Organizations

and . professional ~evelopment
semrnars and to possibly develop

'
•.

- ~·
____ - _-' "
--_'_

the~r ow~ scholarly works on
topics of rnterest.
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Honor societies

\
·

_
,

-Pre-professional
Pre-professional
organizations provide students
with the opportunity to not
only prepare for a career, but
to network with other students
interested in the same field. Preprofessional organizations often
emphasize programs that help
increase academic performance
and prepare students for graduate
or professional school entrance
examinations. They also provide
the opportunity to meet with
individuals who are already
working in the field.

Honor societies are, perhaps,
among the most respected student
clubs and organizations on any
campus because students have
to achieve academic success as a
basis for admission. For students
who have earned Dean's list
distinction for several semesters,
the opportunity to be a part o-f ·+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - an Honor · Society comes with
Arts and media
the benefit of scholarships for
professional
and/or
graduate
school.
Arts and media student clubs
and organizations provide students
the
opp-ortunity to
explore
creatively. Creative development
is important because it provides
you with an opportunity to
develop your leadership skills in
an unconventional, yet unique
way.

Among the oldest and most
well-known types of student
organizations are social Greek
organizations that date back to
1839. There are four governing

For the student looking for
an experience that emphasizes the
exploration
of
special
interests,
recreational
and
social
activities
organizations may be the perfect fit.
These organizations typically provide
opportunities for physical activity, which
is great for students looking to supplement
their workouts or for students looking to
become more physically active . Students
might also be surprised to find that
some recreational and social activities
organizations provide mental exercise,
focusing on hand-eye coordination and
reaction times. These, too, are important
skills for anyone going into any field.

gov~rnment on . which . the
president and vice president
of each SGA sit as voting
members.

Multicultural
student
organizations

Recreation and
social activities

Religious/ Non-religious

~

For students looking to practice their faith, NSU
has more than five religious student organizations.
Through membership in these organizations, students
discuss the importance of faith in, their livess. This
category is also inclusive of individuals who either
don't believe in God, religion or both.

Special
interest

Students who have a keen interest in politics, and especially for
students who wish to go into politics, become lobbyists, or activists
might find it rewarding to become a member of a political or social action
organization. In addition to educating the university-community about
the political issues of the day, students also have access to internships
at the municipal, county, state and national level with governments and
non-governmental organizations.

officials also represent you on
PanSGA, the central student

Students
who
are
interested
in
connecting
with others who share their
culture or students who wish
to learn more about different
cultures in a setting that is
not the classroom may find
that multicultural student
organizations provide many
benefits. In addition to
forming bonds with students
university-wide, multicultural
student organizations provide
members with the opportunity
to showcase the diversity of
that exist within the
1---------------------------------1 cultures
upiversity community.

C@~(xiGt
Political and social action

social _Greek co~ncils: th~ Inter
Fratermty Council, of which all
historic fraternities are members;
the Panhellenic Council, of which
all historic women's fraternities
and sororities are members; the
Multicultural Greek Council, of
which all multi-ethnic fraternities
and sororities are members; and
the National Panhellenic Council,
which consists of nine historically
black fraternities and sororities.
Membership in social Greek
organizations provide not only
lifelong brotherhood or sisterhood
through ritual, but an opportunity to
work collaboratively as a group to
effect change in society.

There are more -than
20
student
government
associations at NSU, 14 of
which are located on the
main campus. Your student
government is comprised
of a group of students who
help
implement
changes
that students want and help
organize events for students.
Your student government

communilr
\s

Special
interest
student
organizations are those that have a
vested interest in the advancement
of a particular group or class
of individuals in society. These
organizations provide individuals
with the opportunity to be in the
company of like-minded_individuals
who seek to advance the cause of a
specific sect of society on campus by
facilitating programs and events that
educate the university community of
the plight of the respective group or
class of individuals.

('tll'Yti»Cotntnunity
Service

Community
service
student
clubs
and
organizations provide the
opportunity to earn not only
SERVE points, but to give
back to the community. These
clubs
and
organizations
instill in students a sense
of compassion and
an
unwavering commitment to
charity and philanthropy.
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Roommate conflict and its
• •
pos1t1ve featllres
....

By: Cesar Vela-Beltran-del-Rio

....

Graduate Asst. far Student Mediation
Services

Going to college for the first
time and living in a residence hall
is both exciting and challenging.
You will probably have polarizing
feelings, ideas, and expectations
about this new stage in your life.
The on-campus living experience
will hopefully be both positive
and rewarding; it might also
produce life-long relationships.
Unfortunately, the opposite is also
a potential o_utcome.
For these reasons, many of
your related feelings and thoughts
have to do especially with your
new roommate . Ideally this person
will become a close friend and a
life-long relationship but since,
in most cases, both of you might
have different backgrounds and
cultures, personalities, cleaning
and organizational standards,
schedules and study habits, social
networks, communication and
conflict resolution styles, values,
and ways of life; reaching out
and establishing the adequate
relationship might not be as
smooth as you might have
envisioned it. Yet most on-campus
living experiences are positive.
Some useful tips offered
by Dr. McKay (Chair of the
Department of Multidisciplinary
Studies (DMS) including CSA
and MACS, Associate Professor)

··,,
are: First, at the end of the day
you have to remember that as
roommates you do not have to
be best friends-you simply have
to get along. Second, living all
day in a closed environment is
bound to cause conflict; therefore
people must learn to deal with it
adequately. Third, do not assume
anything-make sure you got it
correctly by asking the relevant
questions. And finally, if problems
arise; communicate with each
other-but remember that talking
and communicating is not the same.
Furthermore,
communicating
effectively
involves
being
assertive-but
not
being
aggressive. Use three (or four)part communication statements
(phrases designed to facilitate
and clarify communication). And
when speaking, convey emotionnever blame.
Usually most relational patterns and the climate for the relationship are established during
its first hours and days. Miscommunicaticins, misunderstandings,
false impressions, un-sustained
assumptions, and different expectations have to be minimized and
addressed as soon as possible to
avoid a bad experience and conflict escalation. Using the right
communication techniques is also

'-,

essential to avoid any potential relational barriers.
It is important to realize
that conflict . is not always
negative - it can definitely be
constructive if handled adequately
- and remember that conflict
is a natural component of every
human relationship and of the
socialization process. If properly
channeled and managed, conflict
will empower you; give you the
necessary tools to understand
how you contributed . to the
conflict, and to better understand
your roommate too-in order to
negotiate a mutually beneficial
living agreement between the two
of you. These benefits will also
apply to all other relationships.
To facilitate your adaptation,
the Residential Life and Housing
Office will provide you with
innumerable tools and resources
to make sure that you will profit
from living on-campus and are
safe. One important tool is the
roommate agreement that you and
your roommate will specifically
tailor to fit your individual and
joint needs.
The roommate agreement
will oversee different aspects
of the relationship, including
academic success, community
living, safety, sleeping, visitors and

--,

overnight guests, cleaning, shared
belongings, phone/cell phone,
social networking sites, cultural
awareness, and communication.
Another resource for you while at
conflict is your Residential Advisor
(RA). He or she will facilitate the
conflict-resolution process along
with many other tasks related to
your adaptation to the residence
hall and on-campus life.
You have to remember
that you are not alone in your
new home away from home.
If conflict continues, there are
additional resources that you can
rapidly access. One of them is
the Student Mediation Services
(SMS) Office that will help you
deal with those with whom you
are having conflict. The office
offers resources for students to
learn about interpersonal conflict
and its management, as well
as the resolution processes for
helping students actively and
collaboratively resolve conflicts
and reshape their relationships .
Whether
it's
a
roommate
disagreement, argument with a
fellow student, or student club/
organization dispute, SMS offers a
variety of free services, including
one-on-one conflict coaching,
mediation,
and
educational
workshops.

Mediation is an informal and
voluntary (even though it is sometimes
mandated) process designed to
help disputants solve their conflict
situations by arriving at a mutually
satisfying agreement. Throughout this
process, a neutral third party without
any authority provides them a process
and gives total control of the outcome
to the parties.
SMS
provides
students
with an informal, safe, and
confidential
environment
to
learn about and actively manage
and resolve conflict. A primary
purpose of the service is the
support of students' independence
as adults and the development
of
individual
accountability
and responsibility as active
members of the community, in
preparation for students' future
beyond the university setting. For
information, brochures, tip sheets,
and contact information go to
www.nova .edu/studentmediation.
You can alsq contact SMS at
studentmediation@nova.edu
or
(954) 262-7196.
Cesar Vela-Beltrcin-del-Rfo is
currently the Graduate Assistant
for Mediation Services at the
Division of Student Affairs and a
Doctoral Candidate of the Conflict
Analysis and Resolution program.

$aving money in college
Origi,nally Published on 11 / 13/ 11
big meals, that way I can freeze
By: Alek Culpepper
the leftovers and defrost [them]

.C:~~~?~~n_g_ .ir.~~........ ... ... ....

when I'm hungry."
You may want to buy a snack
Whether you are a freshman
to help you get through that two
hour class with a professor who
or a graduate student, you're
doesn't believe in breaks. But if
probably well aware that NSU
you're a commuter student without
doesn't hand out money like it
a meal plan, when you walk into
hands out flyers. Combine this
Outtakes to buy that snack, you
with the abundance of outlets
just want to walk right back out.
at which you have to or want
A single banana there costs you
to spend money, and you have
$1.69, whereas at Publix, you can
a money-saving problem. And
get them for .69 cents a pound.
if you're a commuter student
You can also take advantage
who doesn't have the luxury of
of your local Dollar Trees around
a meal plan on your Shark Card,
town where everything from
you know the prices of food are
Tylenol to a loaf of bread is a
astronomical, even on campus.
dollar.
However, learning to save money
"I shop at the dollar stores,
is an important life skill that will
which are really big now and
prove worthwhile at every stage of
life. So, here are a few tips to save . purchase school supplies like
folders, binders, paper/pens and
you money.
food," said Donna Levasseur,
senior communication studies
Grocery Shopping
major.
Stop living off fast food . Sure
- it's a quick fix, but if you add
Textbooks
up those dollars each week, you'll
It's true the price of books
find that the dollar menu has cost
has
gone up, and there's not
you a lot. You'll find that the same
much students can do about it,
amount of money can be stretched
or is there? Rather than dishing
much further at the grocery store if
out money for new textbooks,
you buy in bulk.
buy used ones. You can look for
Jazsmine
Ilene,
junior
used textbook listings on.line at
biology major, said, "I buy my
amazon.com or half.com. Rather
own groceries and cook my own

than going through the hassle of
buying a textbook and selling it
after the class is finished, you can
rent your textbooks from chegg.
com, collegebookrenter.com or
NSU's bookstore. You can save
more than SO percent when you
choose to rent from the bookstore.
"For textbooks, I no longer
buy books, but instead either rent
them from the NSU bookstore or
from chegg.com. It's a whole lot
easier, and I saved 200 dollars,"
said Ilene.
Opportunities for Scholarships
With tuition increases, paying
-for college can be a daunting task,
but it doesn't have to leave you
broke. NSU offers scholarships
to undergraduate and graduate
students; Each college within the
university has different and unique
scholarships. NSU also has a few
new scholarships such as Rotary's
Ambassadorial
Scholarship
Program and Go Overseas Study
Abroad Scholarships. Student
Financial Aid at (954) 262-3380 or
http://www.nova.edu/financialaid/
scholarships/index.html has more
information.
Transportation & Travel
If gas prices have you
cringing, you can take the Shark

~

Every cent counts

/

/

Shuttle to get around campus or to
the local Publix and m~ll.
Commuting to school three or
four times a week can leave your
wallet empty. Carpool and split
the cost of gas. Or, search for the
cheapest gas station around. Gas
can range about 10-15 cents, and
if you buy at the cheaper stations,
you can save about $2 per fill up .
Depending on how many times
you pull your car up to a pump,
this can save you a lot of money
over a long period of time.
Activities
Learn what activities you can
enjoy for free . NSU can help you
save money with the countless

COURTESY OF VIZFACT.COM

activities and events it offers. The
Alvin Sherman Library is full of
movies and games that can please
any taste and are free to all NSU
students. And the residence halls
are full of common rooms with
flat screen TVs and enough room
to invite all your friends to watch.
Show your Shark Pride and
attend a sporting event that is free
to all NSU students. Or rack 'em
up on the pool tables at the Flight
Deck in the Don Taft University
Center. NSU also hosts events such
as S.E.A. Thursdays, which have
activities and free food . Similar
events go on across campus almost
every day of the week, and they
are easy to find.

Learn about NSU
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NSU Sports' s~hedules

By: Kevin Preciado

·

Sports Editor
With 17 different sports teams
on campus, it's important to know
when they're competing. Here's
a little cheat sheet to know who's
playing and when.
In the fall season, there are
several teams in competition. Both
soccer teams kick off their seasons
in September and will run through
October. Volleyball and cross country
teams also have their seasons during
this period as well. Next to begin
their seasons are the basketball teams
in early November. Their seasons
will run through March.
Tennis, rowing, swimming and
diving teams, and golf teams compete
during the fall and spring. However,
the fall season is considered more of
a preseason.
Softball and baseball begin
their seasons in February and they
run through April and May. The track
and field teams compete during this
time as well.
Here is a list of · when the
seasons generally take place:

~~..
Soccer (both): September-October

Basketball (both): November-March

Cross.country (both): September-November

Baseball: February-May

Softball: February-April

Tennis: September-October and
February-April

Rowing: October-November and
March-May
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Swimming and diving (both):
October-March

Volleyball: SeptemberNovember

Track and field (both): March-May

Golf (both): September-October and February-May

Nova southeastern women's Rowine is Lookine lor
New Team Members lor the .2012-2013 season
Rowinl! is the ultimate team sport and a ereat way to eet involved on campus and meet new friends. No prior experience
is needed as the coachinl! stall will teach you evemhinl! you
need to know. The NSD Rowinl! team has a strone history ol
success and bas their sil!hts set on aNational Championship. II
you are a lemate student that possesses a competitive spirit, Please contact Assistant coach Raebel sander at
athletic abUilY and astrone will to succeed t~en this may be rsander@nova.edu uyou are interested in hearmue~ lltlor you! ·· , • . _ . JUI! inore abOilHbls eieat oppo•-~
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Tips for surviving an,on~il,l~.~!ass .
first day of class "syllabus review
speech" or hearing your professor
make the same announcement three
Features Editor
times for the students who text too
much and don't listen. You need to
From my three years of "online
know when assignments are due,
class-time," I've pickecf...up_ a _few ...::, how many ~times. -yo-11. have to post
tricks of the trade that I want to share
in the discussion board and when
with you since this se.mester
may
tests are. . .onen
.... 1\A"-Q ;;
a,--.........
)-':) - and if any of these
your first experience with art online 'tl'ian~e. Don't ignore announcements
class. From one online student to
or messages. They're imperative to
your success in the class ~mother, this is how you survive an
online class.
.._.scc
Keep a planner
::.~ss-.,
;Read carefully
My planner saves my life. If I
I don't mean read your textbook
don't write something down, I don't
(though I do recommend that as
remember it and I have a feeling I'm
well), I mean read your syllabus,
not the only planner junkie at NSU.
all messages your professor sends
In addition to reading your syllabus,
:and any new announcements. If you
you should take note of when
'don't fully read your syllabus from
assignments, essays and discussion
the beginning of the class, you're
posts are due. You don't want to be
,up a creek without a paddle. With
scrambling at the last minute in an
an online class, you don't get that
online class - that's just laziness.

Originally published on 3 /2 7/ 12
By: Alyssa Sterkel

Also, you can even schedule in when
to work on assignments so you have
time for work and play - yes I'm
that girl. But, in my defense, it keeps
me sane.

Because a professor doesn't
take roll like in a traditional class,
the dlscu~ion board is how they
keep track of who "shows up." This
is how you participate in the class.
This is also a component of your
Log on frequently
final grade in every online clasf If
Some students love online
you understand that you need to post
'-..
classes because they don't
have
t°'- ..,._early
in the
week, more than once and
-+,
,
.~ ~·. ":I
...... M
leave their bedroom to go to class.
loi'tgerthah one sentence, you're good
However, this lack of showing up
to go for all future online classes. The
sometimes translates to signing onto
more you post, both in frequency and
Blackboard once a week. This is not
length, the more likely your teacher
a smart choice if you actually want
will give you a good grade. And if
to pass the class. Your Blackboard
you want to know a secret, it's one
is the only way your professor can
of the easiest ways to ensure a good
grade in an online class.
communicate with you and if you
rarely log on, you will rarely see new
announcements or messages. You
Email your professor
don't want to miss the open hours
I have only met one of the
of a test because you were too busy
professors I had online, and that's
logging on to Facebook instead.
because I had her the next semester
~ a.different class, but even though
Use the Discussion Board
Cdfdn't see them I knew they were
~

r

'

.I~'

-...

there to help. Make sure you know
that when your "face-less" professor
puts on their syllabus their email,
office hours and location of their
office; they want you to contact
them. They're still teaching you and
willing to help if you're struggling. '
Online classes offer some great
benefits for students, like the ability
to do school work in your PJs with
your hair a mess while eating cereal, ·
However, just look lazy. Don't
become lazy in your actual school
work. Even though you may never
see what your professor looks like;
they're still giving you a grade.
And don't forget to program
954-262-HELP into your phone. It's
NSU's help line and you may need
these computer experts when you're
in the middle of a test and it just stops
working (I say that from experience),

NSU develops iShark app
Originally published on 3/ 13/ 12
By: Dean Gabriel Williams
~~~~~~'!~Tl!{ .'r:~!t:.............. .
Sometime this month, the Office
of Infmmation Technologies and
Digital Media will launch iShark,
a series of modules that streamline
several services, activities, and events at
NSU into one single online application.
The free application will be available
for download from both the iPhone App
Store and the Android Market.
The application is a variation of
iStanford, which Stanford University
uses to learn more about services,
activities and events, including
maps, course offerings, student life
calendars and university news.
Hugo Alvarez, executive director
of Development and Software support
at OIT, said work began on iShark in
summer 2011 and cost approximately
$60,000 to develop. Alvarez said
George L. Hanbury II, NSU president,
named the application iShark after the
prototype was presented to him by OIT. .

"In designing iShark, it was
important that we create something that
is easy for students to use and creates a
unified university identity. In everything
we do at OIT, we try to do it with VJSion
2020 in mind," said Alvarez.
Alexzander Walker, camera
operator and video editor at Sharks
United Television, said the map
feature of the application will help
visitors and news students find their
way around campus.
''The main campus is like a maze,
but an app that is specific to the NSU
landscape would be great to help people
navigate the campus," said Walker.
Alvarez said the app will only
initially provide access to Blackboard.
However, iShark will be updated
to include: the Shark Shuttle bus
schedule, more detailed student life
calendars and access to SharkLink.
"Currently, iShark, as it will
be released, is not transactional,
meaning that students can only view
general information. Once we make
iShark transactional, students will
be able to use the system to do more

COURTESY OF BLOG.UHEAA.ORG

The Office of Information Technologies and Digital Media will launch iShark, an application which streamlines several services, activities and events at NSU.

things, such as apply for admission,
register for classes and check the
status of their financial aid," said
Alvarez.
Aaron Hackman, assistant
director of Student Leadership

and Civic Engagement, said he is
excited about the amenities that the
application will provide.
"I'm not the most tech-savvy
person, but from what I have seen
and what my colleagues have told

me about iShark, it is very userfriendly and achieves the objective
of the use of technology to make life
at NSU easier," said Hackman.
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Get to know your Pro Sharks
Origi,nally published on 4/ 10/ 12
By: Kevin Preciado

......_

$P.ork !Ni(or..... .... ...... ... .... ..
NSU has a wide range of talented athletes. Several
have them have made it to the pros. Here is a list of Sharks
who have taken their sporting careers to the next level and
are succeeding at the professional level:

COURTESY OF NSUSHARKS.COM

COURTESY OF NSUSHARKS.COM

Sandra Changkija, NSU Golf
(2007-2011)
Earned a spot in the LPGA
on Dec. 4, 2011. During her time
at NSU, Changkija played a key
role in winning three consecutive
national championships. She was
also named Division II Player of
the Year four times.

Michael Fiers, NSU Baseball (2009)
Made his Major League debut on Sept. 14, 2011 for the
Milwaukee Brewers. He's pitched a total of two scoreless innings
in the majors and will start off this season with the Nashville
Sounds (AAA).

Alexis Hernandez, NSU Soccer
(2006-2010)
Hernandez will be playing
for the South Florida Strikers this
summer. The team is a part of the
Women's Premier Soccer League
(WPSL). As a Shark, Hernandez
scored 28 goals and earned SSC
First-Team honors twice.

J.D. Martinez, NSU Baseball (2007-2009)
In his very first big league at-bat, Martinez stroked a pinch hit
RBI double on July 30, 2011. In 53 games with the Houston Astros,
Martinez drove in 35 runs and had an on-base percentage of .319.

COURTESY OF NSUSHARKS.COM

Aly Hassan, NSU Soccer (2007-2010)

After playing for clubs in Hungary, Romania, and Colombia, Hassan recently
signed with the Fort Lauderdale Strikers. As a Shark, Hassan scored 36 goals.
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- at you need to know abo1~ t
SU's intramur3.l sp,9 rtSN't.
Origi,nal!y published on 11 / 13/ 11
By: Kevin Preciado
~P.o.r.tL1J£l-jfo.1: .• •.•. ••• ..•
From flag football to dominos,
there is a wide variety to choose
from when it comes to intramural
sports at NSU. With several sports
and events occurring throughout
the school year, intramural sports
provide an athletic outlet for
students, faculty and staff who
need a break, or just want to have
fun.
The best method for signing
up for intramurals is to grab a
couple of friends who want to play

.f',

and register your team online at
www.rec.nova.edu/intramurals.
However, if you are unable
to find anyone who wants to join
your team, no need to worry,
simply go to the same website and
provide your name and the sport
you'd like to participate in. By
doing this, you'll be added to a
free agent list and teams looking
for players can choose to add you.
Assistant
Director
of
intramural sports & special
events, Michael Prociuk, believes
intramural sports provide students

. ,?)

."'

-

with relief fro rif,stress, as well as ', QeSketball, and then usually 35-40
gives the!,y,~ chance to play in a
fo;s'occer," said Prociuk.
safe an~fupetitive
environment.
Meloney Fosburgh, graduate
_,
"It's fun for the students;
assistant for intramural sports,
it gives them an opportunity to
said intramural sports are great
continue playing sports in an
ways to become part of the NSU
organized
atmosphere,"
said
community.
Prociuk.
"[Intramural sports teaches
In his five years working for
you] life skills, how to work as
the intramurals program, Prociuk
a team, and communication. For
said that flag football, basketball,
those people who might not want
and soccer tend to be the most
to join clubs or organizations, it's
popular.
a good way to be involved and
"Usually, we get about 40have school spirit," she said.
45 teams for flag football and
NSU
alumnus,
Nicolas

Dolan, enjoyed his time playing
intramural basketball in 2008 and
2009.
"Intramural sports is one of
the best ways to meet new people
with similar interests, and it's a
fun and engaging way to break
from studying," said Dolan. _
Some sports and events are
free , but team sports cost $50 to
register. Visit the website for the
full list of registration deadlines.

Make your voice heard in NSU's
literary magazine

Origi,nal!y published on 11/25/11
By: Stephanie Fleming
Contributing Writer

Digressions, NSU's literary
magazine is accepting submissions.
Students can submit works of
poetry, short fiction and art work for
publication until Dec. 15.
All you aspiring writers out
there need to search through the
archives for your best work and
submit it. Getting that publishing
credit can really help you in the

future when you're interviewing for
a writing job.
When you're asked, "Where
have you been published?," you
won't have to sit there dumbfounded
thinking about all those poems on the
jump drive at the back of your desk
drawer or those great short stories
you composed in your head that
never made it to paper. And artists,

we've seen you doodle -through
classes instead of taking notes . .We ,
all know there's some great art in
you ready to explode onto paper.
If you look for a job in the
industry one day or submit work
to a magazine or journal, you'll
have to compose a cover letter.
Professionals
almost
always
recommend that the cover letter

contain a list of publications you've
been published in.
So, when you write that letter
to Cosmo trying to sell your feature
about what guys/girls really think
about during sex, you'll be able
to say you've been published in a
literary magazine.
Suzanne Fer-riss, professor
at Farquhar Col-lege of Arts and

Sciences and faculty advisor for
Digressions Literary Magazine,
said, "I would recommend that
students carefully review their work
and select one or more of their best
works - not all."
Your work can be submitted
to the managing editor, Katherine
Mcinerney, at km1194@nova.edu.
Get your voice out there.

Create a better campus experience
for Nova Southeastern University's students and staff.
PUBLIC SAFETY
As members of the university community, each of us has a role in
keeping our campus safe. Shark Watch. the NSU crime prevention
program, asks that all students, staff members, and employees
immediately report any suspicious individuals or activity to
NOVALERT at (954) 262-8999. On-campus Safety Escorts are available 24/7, a
uniformed Public Safety officer will meet you and accompany you to your destination.
OUR MISSION - to help assure a quality campus life for students, faculty, and staff.
To assist the academic endeavor, it is our goal to make our buildings and grounds
attractive, clean, safe, and energy efficient while providing exceptional service and
maintain the campus and facilities at the high standard. Services include maintenance
and cleaning of all facilities on / off campus; campus beautification; campus safety/
security; parking and transportation; space allocation and recycling of furniture, and
construction of all new facilities and renovation of all current facilities.

~

a~ Mdi!i.11~11B•IMHM~I
~With the~WIJM,isc
"'\
help of our dedicated team of participants including various
~~
schools and colleges and our housekeeping contracting vendor TCB, Shark\.
we have been collecting mixed paper, corrugated cardboard, bottles Recycling
and cans, printer and toner cartridges, and other items. Since January 1, 2011, our
campuses have generated more than 225 tons of recycle material and more than
$18,000 in rebates. We are very proud of our efforts, but it is up to each of us to be
good stewards of our precious natural resources.

PHYSICAL PLANT
The Physical Plant sustains NSU's 300-acre campus and
it provides the ability for future cooling expansion and is
continuously monitored in an effort to reduce energy costs.
The thermal storage facility continuously runs at optimum
efficiency as the instantaneous tonnage is monitored and
recorded through every step of the cooling cycle.
For further information on
,
.. .
_
NSU s Facilities Programs
and Procedures, contact:

Public Safety· www.nova.edu/publicsafety, (954) 262-8999
Facilities Management - facilities@nova.edu, (954) 262-8823
Go Green Recycling - www.nova.edu/gogreen, (954) 262-8800
The Physical Plant - physicalplant@nova.edu, (954) 262-8800

I
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Consumer: Offer good on any variety of Land O'Frost Wrap Kits. Limit
one coupon per purchase. Any other use Is fraudulent. Retailer:Land .

]

Dept #51900, One Fawcett Drive, Del Rio, TX 78840. C 2012 Land O'Frost. Inc,
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How
to
avoid
the
Eat for le$$:
dreadedFreshman 15

Nearby
restaurants
that offer

...

NSU
discounts
Origi,nally published on 10/06/11
By: Stephanie Fleming
.C!q'!!ri~~~'!l{ !frj~ ...... : ........ .
We _all have to eat. It's good
to try new places for our culinary
adventures but it's even better
when we can do it for less money.
There ·are many restaurants nearby that · offer NSU students a
discount. Here is a sampling of
them to get you started.
When you crave a pizza,
check out Della Ventura's .Pizza or
the Pizza loft. At Delli! Ventura's,
(4120 Davie Blvd.) NSU students
get io percent off every day,
25 percent on Wednesdays and
buy 011e get one free deals on
Saturday. The Pizza Loft (3514 S.
University Dr.) offers .10 percent
off for students who dine 0 in.
For a nice sit-down and getwaited-on meal, try Legends
Tavern and Grill at 4599 S.

University Dr. and get 20 percent
off with your SharkCard. Or for
some yummy take-out, try Zona
Fresca, Fresh Mexican Grill at
1095 S. University Dr. and get 10
percent off. Or fill up on barbeque
and a packed salad bar at Sonny's
Barbeque at 2699 S. University
Dr. and get 10 percent of as well.
And let's not forget dessert.
When that sweet tooth takes over
and keeps you from studying, head
to Schakolad Chocolate Factory
at 7740 Nova Dr. and create
your own box of chocolate, or to
Maggie Moos's Ice Cream and
Treatery at 2571 S. University Dr.
for some ice cream or shakes to
cool you off in this hot weather.
Both places give NSU students 10
percent off.
So, get out and try a new place
and enjoy the food that Davie has
to offer. Let us know how you like
it.

Written by:
Tyler Conti
There are several myths about
college that students face as they
embark on their journey after high
school, but no myth strikes more
fear than the freshman 15.
The freshman 15 myth states
that college freshmen will gain
roughly 15 pounds by the end
of their freshman year. This
is generally an overstatement,
but it's based in truth. College
students tend to gain some weight
the first year away from home.
The easiest way to avoid the
freshman 15, or any weight gain,
is to exercise a few times a week.
You don't have to train as if you're
on a sports team and you don't
have to lift the heaviest weights
in the gym, but you should do
some exercise that gets your body
moving and your blood pumping
for about an hour.
The RecPlex offers several
opportunities for students to
exercise on their own or in a

class. The RecPlex is open from 6
a.m. to 12 a.m. With these hours,
there's no excuse for not having
the time to hit the gym, even for a
light workout.
In addition to the RecPlex,
there are numerous intramural
sports open to all students.
Participation in an intramural
team offers new students the
opportunity to -meet new people,
while exercising.
For students who are unable
to exercise, a balanced diet is
a must to prevent weight gain.
Fortunately, NSU doesn't offer an
all-you-can-eat-buffet that may
encourage students to eat more
than they should. NSU meals
are pre-portioned and have the
nutritional information available
- if one searches hard enough for
it.
However, the price of food at
NSU is expensive in my opinion.
Eating what you want when you
want will quickly drain your
wallet or your declining balance

if you're a residential student. You
may simply avoid the freshman 15
because you don't want to spend
any money on food.
It's
also
important
to
remember that every individual is
different. Before starting any diet,
contacf your doctor, a nutritionist
or a dietitian to create a plan
specifically tuned for your body.
Following fad diets or choosing
a plan that's not right for you can
actually harm your health and add
unnecessary stress to the already
vigorous college life style.
It's very easy to avoid weight
gain while in college, but it's also
very easy to gain weight while
in college. It's important for
freshmen to learn how to take care
of their bodies in the same way
they care of their minds. Don't
become a victim of the freshman
15. There are a multitude of
options available for you to avoid
it.

Celebrating 37 Years

«:ti iAA ;Ji: (3 I1;J itll I·X·)·I I1;J itzi IQ ;J ta fa
WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

'

ALL OF OUR FOOD IS EITHER BAKED OR SAUTEED TO ORDER.

There is no Microwave or deep fryer in our kitchen

\..

Jeff Cohen, chef & owner, opened Pizza Loft in 1975 at the age of 19, living in the back room of the restaurant
& working non-stop developing recipes & training employees. Jeff can still be found managing the dining room &
cooking on the line almost every night With one glance, you wi ll see the passion he brings to the Pizza Loft every day.
Several of the chefs & managers have been with Pizza Loft for more than a decade, which is unheard of in the
restaurant industry. Jeff & the entire staff look forward to serving you.

.,--FREE--'.'piiiasPEc1ii''-- t1A-ii= --,.

: PIZZA :
1
I

Buy ~ny 2 Dinners E12tr~es
& 2 Drinks & Get A 12

Pizza

I
I

: FREE(uptoan$11.95value):
I

DINE-IN,TAKE-OUTorDELIVERY
Toppings Extra

I

LarQeCheesePizza,
6 Garlic Rolls & 2 Sodas
TAKE-OUT
ORDELIVERY
DINE-IN

$1595
95

s17

I
DINE•IN, TAKE-OUT or DELIVERY
I Cannot be combined with any other offers. I Cannot be combined with any other offers.
I

PRICE

:

Buy Any Dinner Entree & 2 Drinks I
And Get The 2nd Entree ~
I

HALF PRICE :

2nd0innerMustBeofEqualorlesserValue

I

DINE-IN, TAKE-OUT or DELIVERY

I

Cannot be combined with any other offers. I
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A second major or a minor
Original{y Published on 10/25/ 11
By: Alyssa Sterkel
Features Editor
Choosing to add a second
major or a minor while at NSU can
be a difficult decision, especially
if you don't know the difference
between the two.
Jayne Schatz, director of
enrollment services in the Farquhar
College of Arts and Sciences, said
deciding on a second major, a
minor, or neither is a decision that
a student should make once they
have examined their academic and
educational goals.
"The critical factor to consider
is what you want to learn," said
Schatz.
All undergraduate students
must declare a major by the time
they complete 60 credits, including
transfer credits, but he or she can
only request a minor or a second
major after earning a minimum of
30 credits and before earning 90

the difference?
credits said Schatz.
If a student is considering a
second major, Schatz said, he or she
should know that it is a significant
academic undertaking. It requires
a commitment because a student is
taking on two academic programs
consisting of a set of courses that
allows him or her to study an
academic discipline in depth. She
said taking on a second major is like
having a second full-time job.
"The
rule-of-thumb
for
students is to plan three hours of
study time for every hour of class
time," said Schatz. "Students who
build this type of study schedule
quickly see why we often say that
being an undergraduate student is a
full-time job."
The length of time needed to
complete program requirements
depends on the student. However, a
major requires more credits than a
minor, but there may be overlapping

:NSU
By: Saily Regueira
Contributing Writer

.......................

Imagine being a student
studying in South America for
a semester, or exploring all the
beautiful sights of Europe. NSU
allows students to indulge in
the best that a university has to
offer through their Travel Study
Program. Students can travel the
world while learning.
Don Rosenblum, Ph.D., dean
of the Farquhar College of Arts
and Sciences said, "The Travel
Study Program is something that
every student should look into if
they are interested in traveling.
It is a great way to experience a

what's

~

3S

new place and culture and there
are many resources on campus
available for anyone looking to
study abroad."
Students
interested
in
particpating in the Travel Study
Program can choose from a
variety of programs. Some of the
travel study destinations available
are Alaska, Eastern Europe,
Greece, Ecuador, Ireland, and The
Galapagos Islands.
Knowledge of a foreign
language is not a requirement to
participate. There are many travel
study programs in non-English
speaking countries that teach
courses in English. There are also
programs in English-speaking

courses between major and minor
requirements that allow students to
complete multiple programs more
quickly.
One of the biggest differenc--e;,
between a second major and a minor' '
is that a student's major should be
his or her primary focus of interest
and the minor usually serves as a
secondary focus of interest.
Schatz said this perspective
may help students decide if they are
interested in a minor or a second
major, or neither. Students should
also know that they cannot select a
_minor within their major.
"We have 28 majors and 52
minors so there is a lot to choose
from and there is no reason why
a student cannot combine any of
those. If you're a chemistry major
and have a love of music, there's
no reason why you can't minor in
music," said Schatz.
Daniela
Malo,
freshman
countries, such as Great Britain or
Australia.
One of the great things
about studying abroad is that it
can help students learn about
other countries. Learning about
a country's traditions, favorite
foods and culture, while traveling
around a foreign country, is
something every student should
take advantage of.
Ionna Hernandez, junior
communication studies major
and international relations major,
took advantage of the travel study
program by participating in A
Semester At Sea. She was able to
travel around the world and study,
while living on a ship.
"I went to a lot of different
place like some parts of Asia and
South America, and I got taught by
some of the best professors in the
world," she said.
Travel study not only allows
for personal growth, but also
professional growth. Employers
often look for students with fresh
ideas who challenge themselves.
The experiences and knowledge
that studying abroad gives a

biology major, is using her gender
studies minor to expose herself to
issues she can write about in jbe
future.
"I'm planning on changing
major to something regarding
journalism so I thought gender
studies would be a good option. I'm
a huge feminist so it'd give me a
lot to write about. I just bought the
books and I'm really excited,"
she said.
A minor is more than a
collection of electives, but a
carefully designed study of a
particular academi discipline. It is
an academic program consisting of
a smaller set of courses designed to
allow a student to study an academic
discipline but not at the same indepth level as a major.
Schatz said students who
choose to pursue a minor should
anticipate acquiring a more in-depth
understanding than would be gained

-,mz

through multiple elective courses.
- "Don't hesitate to take some
electives in a subject that you know
nothing about. Your undergraduate
career is the time for academic
exploration," said Schatz.
Schatz
recommends
that
students find out what interests
them by engaging in academic
dialogue with their professors,
attending the Farquhar College of
Arts and Sciences Distinguished
Speakers and Faculty lecture series,
and enrolling in new subjects.
"As students do this, they
discover and follow their passion
and constantly re-assess their goals.
This will allow them to build the
life they want," said Schatz.
Students should also know
that requesting both a minor and
a second major requires a formal
process. Schatz said students'
academic advisors can assist them
in this process.

student can help them better
internationally. Stacy Gaspard,
illustrate their strengths and work
junior communications studies
major, had the opportunity to
ethic than a resume can.
However, before you start
study and live in New York City
your travel study adventure, there
for a summer.
She said, "It was something
are a few things you should know.
new for me, something that I am
The earlier you apply, the better.
really happy I did. I learned a
The application process sometimes
requires lot of paperwork, like a
lot about living on my _own and
student's transcripts and letters
it really allowed me to grow as a
person."
of
recommendation.
Other
requirements depend on the host ·
Every student should try
country's entrance regulations.
travel
study if they're looking
for a new experience. Travel study
The only requirement to travel
helps satisfy the curiosity about
outside of the United States for
every Travel Study Program is a
another culture, may help you
learn another language, and lets
valid U.S. passport.
Cost, of course, is always
you experience new things. The
a big factor to remember. Most
possibilities are endless.
The Travel Study experience
travel study programs have a
tuition fee and institutional fees
may awaken curiosity about
and that price depends on the
the world and allow students to
look at their lives from different
program. Students also need to
think about travel, food, and
perspectives. These are once in
living expenses. The good news
a lifetime opportunities that any
is · students who participate in a
students will cherish for years
travel study program may qualify
tb come. For more information,
for many different funding and
contact Joel Nemes, director of
student development and retention
scholarship opportunities.
Travel study also does not
at NSU, at (954) 262-8093 or
necessarily
mean . travelling -jnemes@nova.edu.

The SEA Board wants you to
get involved
/

~

/

By: Mohamed Abdihakini

~~~t;i?~~~g_ .TY~~~r. ............. .
You're new to NSU. You
flaunt your newfound facial hair,
fear the freshman 15, and actually
believe that being a college
student means you'll h·ave more
time on your hands . You just went
through NSU's orientation session
and learned a little bit about your
new second home. Seeing as how
you're officially a big kid now,
how do you ta_ke advantage of
what are "the best years of your
life?" Easy, NSU's SEA Board in
the Office of Student Activities.
The, · St~n\ Events and
Activ'itl~S Boara IS a collection
/.

\

of nine enthusiastic, helpful
students who commit their time
to getting students involved all
over campus. Half of the college
experience is attending events and
making friends, and the Office
of Student Activities has just the
right people and events to get
you started. You're looking at an
event lineup that includes SEA
Thursdays (every Thursday from
12 - 1 p.m. organizations come to
promote their events and recruit
students),
Cinema
Tuesdays
(every other Tuesday from 8 - 10
p.m. in the Flight Deck students
can watch a movie and enjoy free
food), Crunch Brunch (an event

before finals where students can
eat free breakfast and win prizes)
and off-campus trips to locations
such as Key West. They make
sure you always have a way to get
involved and get in some quality
networking.
Le'a Kunipo, SEA Board's
vice president of membership and
development, said, "Programs
like SEA Thursdays not only help
students network and make friends,
but they also help organizations
promote themselves . We recently
had Tropical Smoothie and Red
Mango come by to showcase their
menu items."
The SEA Board also hopes

students will not only attend
these events, but get involved by
volunteering and helping out with
the events by making posters and
spreading the word.
Steve Jean, SEA Board's
member in charge of coordinating
off campus trips and recreation,
joined the SEA Board because he
loves helping other students get
involved.
"[I love seeing] the smile
on people's faces when they
leave events. It's a great feeling
that comes with helping out on
campus."
After speaking with Jean
about the upcoming schedule (and

after being sworn to secrecy),
have to tell you that you'll want
to get involved as soon as your
orientation session ends.
So put the remote down,
leave your dorm for a second and
attend a SEA Board event. You can
look forward to quality DJ-ing by
NSU's student-run radio station,
RadioX, plenty of free goodies,
and people doing what it is we
all should be doing in college:
enjoying every minute of it. To
find out more information about
event dates and times visit the
SEA Board's OrgSync page.
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Originally published on 2 /2 8/12
By: Dean Gabriel Williams
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Filling out your financial student aid applications
properly could be the difference between continuing your
college degree or sitting out a semester. Since this information
is crucial to your education, here are some details about how
to apply for federal student aid and information on some
of the changes that have been made to federal student aid
programs.
Applying for federal student aid: the FAFSA
Students can complete the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid and the Master Promissory Note online, and
receive the expected family contribution report online
within two weeks of submitting the FAFSA. Typically, to
complete your FAFSA, you will need a pin, which is a fourdigit code that you use to electronically sign and/or amend
your FAFSA.
Remember that, while there is no deadline, students
who complete their FAFSA by mid-March ,often get the
best financial aid packages, including Pell Grants and
Federal Work Study (if eligible). Also, taxes don't have to
be filed in order to complete the FAFSA. You can use your
gross income for the year to complete the FAFSA, and then
simply revise the information once your taxes are complete.
FAFSAs are subject to auditing from the Office
of Financial Aid, which is similar to "a tax audit where
information is verified or corrected. If your FAFSA is
audited, be sure to have your (and/or your parent's) 1040s,
W-2s, 1099s, savings account statements and any other
pertinent financial information ready in one file for a
possible audit.
Student loans now available through the federal
government

There is no longer a need to deal with a prlvate lender
to facilitate your student loans. The federal government
now grants and services all federal student loans. Borrowers
in the Direct Loan program obtain their federal education
loans from the college's financial aid. office instead of
having to find a lender. After the borrower signs the Master
. Promissory Note, the college will be able to acquire the
loan directly from the U.S. Department of Education. This
process, essentially, gives colleges increased control over
federal student loans.
PLUS loans
A PL US Loan is a type of federal student loan that
borrowers can take to finance a student's education, minus
the receipt of other types of financial aid. If, for example,
a student's cost of attendance is $10,000, and the student
is already receiving federal loans in the amount of $5,000,
the borrower may apply for a PL US Loan in the amount of
$5,000. Payment on PLUS loans begins once the funds are
disbursed. Interest rates on PL US loans have decreased from
8.5 percent to 7.9 percent, and are now directly facilitated
by the U.S. Department of Education. Additionally, because
denial rates on PL US loans have decreased from 42 percent
to 21 percent, more borrowers have the option of financing a
student's education with PLUS loans.
Income-based repayment
The income-based repayment plan has changed, but
these changes will not take effect until July 1, 2014. The
new plan decreases monthly re-payments of 10 percent of
discretionary income and accelerates the forgiveness of the
remaining loan balance from 25 years to 20 years. If, after
leaving college, your monthly income is $1,000, you are only
expected to pay $100 per month on your student loan debt.
The changes to the income-based repayment plan also mean
that after payment of your student loan debt for 20 years, the
remaining unpaid balance is forgiven. Current borrowers,

however, are covered under the current plan, which means
that if after leaving college your monthly income is $1,000,
you are expected to pay $150 monthly on your student loan
debt, and receive forgiveness after 25 years of student debt
payments.
Student loan consolidation
Students may consolidate their federal student loans
and receive the benefits of a consolidated - and often times
lower - interest rate, and a single loan payment. However,
it is not advised for students to consolidate loans while in
college, as they risk losing some or all of the grace period
(the amount of time that students are given before the begin
repayment on their loans after graduating from college). The
current grace period is six months.
Economic forbearance
Under economic forbearance, students who are unable
to find work after college can apply for a forbearance - a
suspension of student loan payments - for a period of time
as approved by the U.S. Department of Education.
Graduated payment policy
Graduated payments allow students to begin with
smaller monthly payments that increase over the life of the
debt repayment.
In-school deferment
An in-school deferment allows students to suspend
payments on student loan debt as long as they are enrolled
part time at a college or university.
For more information on the FAFSA and federal aid,
visit www.FAFSA.ed.gov. For more information on NSU's
financial aid process, visit www.nova.edu/financialaid, call
(954) 262-3380, or visit the one stop shop on the first floor
of the Horvitz Administrative Building.

Think smart from the start:
G et an internship

Ong;nal!, published on 11/07/11
By: Davis Yahn

PP.i~~~r:s. -~~~~0:
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A mind is a terrible thing to waste, just like a degree
from NSU. You don't want to graduate with a Bachelor of
Arts and end up working at Burger King due to your lack
of job experience. One of the ways to earn more than a
minimum wage salary after college is to get an internship.
Here are a few tips to land one before you graduate:
Go to the Office of Career Development
It's liot surprising if you start sinking in the sea of
career choices. Which career do you pick from the degree
you don't kn9w you want yet? Having someone help you
is a key element to staying afloat. The Office of Career
Development, located on the 4th floor of the library, should
be your first stop. The helpful staff is there to get you
ready for the 21st Century's competitive job market. Once
you make an appointment, the staff will help you prepare a
competitive resume, hold mock interviews for you, provide
career workshops and much more.
Use the Internet
If you want to be prepared before you set foot in the
library elevator, check out these websites. One website,
www.naceweb.com, is the pulse of the interning world. You
will find news, research sources and events that will help
you get started. You can also go to www.internqueen.com.
The website began with Lauren Berger, who participated in
15 internships during her four years of college, which earned
her the title of "intern queen." Due to her wor:,k .ethic, she was
named number five on Business Week Magazine's annual list
of "Young Entrepreneurs 25 Under 25." There is definitely
much to learn from "the queen" and her website is a great

place to do that.
Other websites that can help you find an internship in
your field are: http://www.mediabistro.com, http://www.
internmatch.com, http://www.internships.com, and http://
freefashioninternships.com.
The Internet is also great for researching companies you
want to work for. If you want to work for NBC, but don't
know anything about them, type in their website address.
You'll find out what they're all about and when they have
internships.
You can also use social media to learn about your
favorite company. Pick up your phone and follow companies
· on Twitter, like them on Facebook, and look at their biogs
and press releases. Companies post job offers all the time
and this is usually the first place they do it.
Plan ahead
Plan to start for an internship six to eight months in
advance. Showing up in late April to the Office of Career
Development and asking for a summer internship isn't going
to get you any results. Schedule an appointment at least a
semester in advance to make sure you meet the application
deadline and find an internship that's perfect for you.

you can speak to. Networking is key.
A few tips for when you land the internship
Be professional from the start and put your best foot
forward. You are trying to impress a potential employer; they
aren't looking for slackers and scrubby college kids. The
internship process is one long interview from the first day to
the last. Prove that you really are an asset to your teaqJ. and
double check everything. Proof read your emails and make
sure to say please and thank you. Every little thing counts
when you'r,e an intern, even how you dress, so make a good
impression.
,Be nice to your supervisor (and other interns too!).Your
supervisor/mentor is your connection to the company. Pay
attention and follow directives because it will pay off in the
long run. The same goes for your fellow interns. These are
your colleagues and network opportunities - respect them.
Don't be afraid to ask questions. It may seem like you're
annoying your supervisor by asking questions, but trust me iL ..
is better to do something right because you asked a question
than to do a whole project wrong.
Get off Facebook. You got the position. There isn't a
need to be on your phone or checking your Facebook or
tweeting - unless it's for work, of course.

Network
You're now a college student and this is the time to
You are just starting your first semester at NSU network. Once you start classes, you will be with a professor landing an internship may seem like a faraway thing. But
for at least eight weeks, so use them. They're more than just the sooner you plan for it, the better. These next few years
your professors. They're people who can help you and who will be over before you know it and you want to make sure
can give you advice about the area you want to go into. Ask you're graduating with great memories, a degree and job
them if they know of internships opportunities or people who experience.
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History of campus
art revealed
Origi,nally published on 3 /2 7/ 12
By: Joseph Cirino

.c!?~~~-b.u_~~~. ~ri.t~: . .............. .
There are various art exhibits
and pieces that adorn NSU's
campus. While most of these may
be well known, such as the shark
statue in front of the Don Taft
University Center or the shark fin
floating in Gold Circle Lake, their
histories and how they came to
be may be a mystery to some. To
shed light on both the origins and
history of the various installations
of art around campus, The Current
will explore the readily noticeable
pieces in this issue and the more
mysterious pieces found around
the campus in a later issue.
The Shark Statue
Rising majestically before the
doors of the Don Taft University
Center, the shark statue was
crafted by famed international
wildlife sculptor Kent Ullberg
and commissioned by NSU's PanStudent Government Association.
The Mako shark is sculpted from

bronze and bears a mouth filled
with 76, individually sculpted,
stainless steel teeth. The entire
statue weighs 3,000 pounds and
is 17 feet high. The statue was
unveiled during NSU's 2009
Homecoming ceremonies on Feb.
11, an evening that also saw the
formal naming of the University
Center in honor of philanthropist
and businessman, Don Taft.
The Chihuly Exhibit
The NSU Glass Garden in
the Alvin Sherman Library's
mezzanine, at the summit of the
grand staircase, was originally
commissioned in 2007 by the
Circle of Friends for the Library.
The Glass Garden was created
by world renowned glass-blower
Dale Chihuly and was funded
as a permanent installation by
private donations. The exhibit was
originally designed to resemble
botanical forms, and meant to be
placed within public gardens. The
garden may not look natural, but
they definitely are based upon the

natural world. More information
and examples of Chihuly's work
can be found at his website wwy..
chihuly.com.
'- ,........_
Withstanding Presence
Standing proudly in the
center of the Alvin Sherman
Library atrium, the spire of stone
that bewilders freshmen and
seniors alike was donated in part
by the Circle of Friends for the
Alvin Sherman Library in 2000.
A permanent installation on the
atrium floor, the Withstanding
Presence is crafted from 160
million year old Chauvigny Stone
(French Limestone) and stands
12 feet high. The monument
was realized by world-renowned
sculptor Beverly Pepper as an
interpretive work with a heavy air
of abstraction. Pepper's work has
graced many locations worldwide,
and she is represented in many
public and corporate collections.
For more information about Pepper
and her art, visit her website at
www.beverlypepper.org.

PHOTO BY: J. CIRINO

The Chihuly Exhibit located in the Alvin Sherman Library.

Florida's must see sights

If you visit St. Augustine, you must stop at the Castillo de San Marcos National Monument, the oldest masoi:i_ry fort in the continental United States.

Origi,nally published on 1/31 / 12
By: Alyssa Sterkel
Features Editor
................................
I grew up in Florida and
sometimes forget that Florida is
one of the top vacation spots for
people all over the world. I forget
that people love to take a break
from their state or country and
enjoy the hot, hot heat of Florida.
I also forget that Florida has a lot
of great places beyond the Broward
. and Dade count}'. lines. Here is a
I
.
list of a few places you must see
while you live in Florida:

St. Augustine
St. Augustine is America's
oldest,
permanent
European
settlement. So for all you history
majors this is a must see for you.
With its centuries-old buildings and
small-town atmosphere, it doesn't
feel like a tourist hotspot.
Some of the attractions you
can visit in St. Augustine are:
The Lightner Museum, Castillo
de San Marcos, the St. Augustine
Lighthouse and Museum and the
Ponce de Leon Hotel.
The Castillo de San Marcos is one
of St. Augustine's most memorable

places. It was built by the Spanish
to protect the city and it was never
defeated in battle. If you want to check
out this national historical monument
tours are available year-round.
For those of you who enjoy the
nightlife, Old Town is for you. Old
Town has AlA Ale Works restaurant
and the Mill Top Tavern. AlA Ale
Works is a microbrewery that serves
Caribbean, Floridian and Cubaninfluenced food and has live rock and
R&B on the weekends. The Mill Top
Tavern is located near a 19th-century
mill and offers drinks, food and live
music every night of the ·week.

Florida Keys
The Florida Keys is one of my
favorite places. If you haven't planned
a trip there yet, get out your notebook.
You can drive down to
Islamorada and fish in the fishing
capital of the world, where sailfish
and marlin are caught on a regular
basis. Islamorada also has Robbie's
Marina, where you can feed swarms
of tarpon that live near the docks, and,
let me tell you, the tarpon are huge.
Past Islamorada, is Big Pine
Key, where you will find Bahia
Honda State Park and Recreation
Area. It is listed as one of the most
beautiful beaches because of its
white sand and abundant wildlife. It
is a great place to snorkel and enjoy
beach life - I can vouch for it.
Finally, if you are in the Keys,
you have to make the trek to Key
West the southernmost city
in the continental United States.
My favorite spot in Key West is
Mallory Square, which comes alive
at night with the Sunset Celebration.
Jugglers, mimes, musicians and
street artists come out to giv~. you a
show. There are also cafes, pubs and
many restaurants lining the streets.
Cape Canaveral
If you enjoy learning about
space and spacecrafts, the city of
Cape Canaveral should be one of your
top stops in Florida. Located near
the Orlando theme parks, it is home
to Kennedy Space Center, where
America's adventures in space began
50 years ago. Even though the space
program was suspended, it is still an
amazing and historic place to visit.
There are numerous tours
offered, like a Kennedy Space
Center All-Access Space Pass and
a Kennedy Space Center Astronaut
Training Experience Tour. You can
also receive group discounts for tours

and area attractions, and find out
where to find dinner shows and other
entertainment in Cape Canaveral.
Everglades
One of the most visited places
in North America is located only two
hours from NSU. The Everglades is
more than just a "swamp." It is a subtropical wilderness with many forms
of wildlife living in their natural
habitat. It also has many attractions
and activities for visitors of all ages.
There is Captain Doug's
Everglades Boat Tours, where you
can take an hour long air boat ride
that allows you to experience the
Everglades up close, watching
wildlife in their natural environment.
You can buy a ticket for Captain
Steve's Swamp Buggy Adventures.
It is a swamp buggy ride with a
guide that will teach you about the
Everglades! past and future while
riding high above the grasslands and
through the cypress swamp.
4
You can also experience the
Everglades with airplane, van,
bicycle and walking tours. If you're
a fisherman, fishing is a popular
activity in the "mangrove jungle."
And, most importantly, if you love
food, the Everglades has some great
dining options. For example, there
is Captain's Table - The Seafood
Depot, which was built in 1928
inside a train depot. You can watch
birds and alligators through the
windows, while enjoying your meal.
While you live in Florida, it is
important to remember that this state
has more than just Disney World,
Panama City and Bush Gardens.
Florida has more than theme parks
and beaches. It is the home of many
historic places that any sightseer
and food connoisseur would love.
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Shark Traditions
......

By: Alyssa Sterkel
Features
....
.....Editor
..... .. ...... ,

students want to show school
spirit, they say "fins up" and put
their hands above their head like a
shark.
"It's something we use at
orientation because there are only
a couple of us on stage and a lot
of students. [Fins up] sounds super
cheesy, but as soon as students do it
they smile and giggle. Sometimes
the Orientation Leaders add a little
fin dance to it. Even the president
has done it a few times," she said.
If you're nervous about an
exam, walk into the Carl Desantis
building and touch Omagok. The
Indian statue in the courtyard of
the building's atrium is supposed
to be the keeper of wisdom, which
is stored in his wolf coat said
Studenberg. If you touch the coat
of the wolf before a test, you're
supposed to do well on it.
Nervous
about
asking
someone out? If you walk around
the Gold Circle Lake twice with
a person of interest that means
you're Shark Sweethearts (aww).
Traditional events: Brittany
Schemtob, junior psychology
major, said, "People think since
Nova is private, small and pretty
young, that there are not as many
traditions, but when you sit
down and try to list them, there
are actually a lot of different
traditions."
A few traditional events you
don't want to miss happen the

Congratulations!
You're
officially a Shark. The next few
years of your college experience
are about to start and it's time
to dive right in . NSU may be a
younger university, but it's full
of traditions, fun facts and great
events. Here's what you didn't
know about NSU.
Fun Facts: Did you know
before NSU was NSU it was an
cild air field used in World War 2?
When you stand in the Flight Deck
you're standing where an old air
strip used to be.
I'm sure you know our
mascot is called Razor, but did
you know he's a Mako shark?
Heather Studenberg, director of
orientation and commuter student
involvement, said Mako sharks
can only swim forward giving it a
double entendre for NSU students.
You will only move forward from
here on out.
Before we were the Sharks,
we were the Nova Knights. In
2004, there was a university wide
poll and students voted between
the stingrays and the sharks. Could
you imagine if you were officially
an NSU stingray?
"Fins Up" is a tradition
that started a few years ago
when Studenberg came to NSU.
At orientation when students'
attention is needed or when

Do you crave

first week of school. Weeks of
Welcome, includes events like
First Bite, Sharkapalooza, and
Convocation.
First Bite will be on-.Aug. ·21
in the Don Taft University 'centez
arena and it's a mixture between '
a pep rally, fashion show, and
introduction to the fall athletics.
Sharkapalooza will be held on
Aug. 24 and it's the culminating
event of the first week of school,
where most organizations will
be showcased for students to
join. It's a great way to find out
all that NSU has to offer. Years
ago Sharkapalooza was called
Got Wood. Studenberg said when
students moved on campus they
got a stick of wood.
"We would have a bonfire
and organization tables would
· be all around, but bonfires have
a lot of liability issues. It was a
cute concept though. The piece of
wood could be used to hold your
door open to meet new people,"
she said.
Studenberg also recommends
that students attend Convocation.
She said it's like a student's
graduation, but for new students.
It sets the tone of the institution.
The spring also has many
traditional events that students
don't want to miss like Community
Fest and NSU's Got Talent.
Community Fest is an event
that's been put on for nine years.
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one-on-one interaction with
high level executives
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graduate school

Then there's only one place to go:

The 24th Annual

HENAAC Conference
"STEM, Excellence, arid the Pursuit of Innovation"

October 11-13, 2012 • Lake Buena Vista, Florida
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stuctents ... Enjoy 3 nights of networking and socializing PLUS
have a chance-" to earn a free piss to Disney's· Magic Kingdom®!
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Razor the Shark, NSU's mascot climbing the rock wall at CommunityFest. Razor is a Mako
Shark.

Students, faculty, staff and the
NSU community are invited to
join in this event, where there
are activities, free food and
giveaways.
Studenberg said a big event
students don't want to miss is
NSU's · Got Talent, which was
originally Hollywood Squares.
For Hollywood Squares, Brad
Williams, vice president of
Student Affairs, would host the
event, but she said it showed
the generational divide between
students and the faculty and staff.
Students wouldn't understand the
jokes, but the staff had a great
time.
"The events are taken from
TV shows, but I think a talent show
is more fitting. It's not about the
administration, but it's truly about
the students and showcasing them.
You get to do that in high school,

but when else can you showcase
your talent on an amateur level?"
she said.
Other traditions students can
look forward to are Homecoming
Week events, the STUEYS
(The Student Life Achievement
Awards), SEA Thursdays, Shark
Pride Fridays and many more.
Schemtob said she enjoys
the events that happen in the fall
because they show students what
NSU is all about and the ones in
the spring wrap up the year and
make you remember why you're
proud to be a shark.
"We're here to be students,
get go_od grades, and focus on
academics, but all the traditions
are really the reason college is fun.
These traditions make our college
experience and give us lasting
memories," she said.
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400 species. More than 70 artists. One exhibition to devour.· .
Dive 'into man's never-ending fascination with these fa bled creatures of the sea.

Now On View.
All NSU students are now Museum members and enjoy free admission!

MUSEUM

of ART ! FORT

LAUDERDALE

NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
One East Las Olas Boulevard at Andrews Avenue

I

954.525.5500

I

moaf/.org
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~MARK LltJE 2012
NSU aims to contact as many Alumni as possible over the
phone to listen to what they have to say about their time
at NSU, to inform them of what has been going on at NSU,
and to raise money for the university.
/

• Pay starts-at $9 an hour
• Flexible scheduling for students: Monday to Friday
5:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. (minimum 2-3 shifts)
• Excellent work environment
• Great opportunities for professional advancement

Apply at www.nsujobs.com: Job #500
Contact: Chiara Espinal at (305) 979-0928 or ce394@nova.edu
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